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Abstract
Most existing methods for text categorization employ induction algorithms that use the words ap-
pearing in the training documents as features. While they perform well in many categorization
tasks, these methods are inherently limited when faced with more complicated tasks where exter-
nal knowledge is essential. Recently, there have been efforts to augment these basic features with
external knowledge, including semi-supervised learning and transfer learning. In this work, we
present a new framework for automatic acquisition of world knowledge and methods for incorpo-
rating it into the text categorization process. Our approach enhances machine learning algorithms
with features generated from domain-speciﬁc and common-sense knowledge. This knowledge is
represented by ontologies that contain hundreds of thousands of concepts, further enriched through
controlled Web crawling. Prior to text categorization, a feature generator analyzes the documents
and maps them onto appropriate ontology concepts that augment the bag of words used in simple
supervised learning. Feature generation is accomplished through contextual analysis of document
text, thus implicitly performing word sense disambiguation. Coupled with the ability to generalize
concepts using the ontology, this approach addresses two signiﬁcant problems in natural language
processing—synonymy and polysemy. Categorizing documents with the aid of knowledge-based
features leverages information that cannot be deduced from the training documents alone. We ap-
plied our methodology using the Open Directory Project, the largest existing Web directory built
by over 70,000 human editors. Experimental results over a range of data sets conﬁrm improved
performance compared to the bag of words document representation.
Keywords: feature generation, text classiﬁcation, background knowledge
1. Introduction
Text categorization deals with assigning category labels to textual documents. Categories come
from a ﬁxed set of labels (possibly organized in a hierarchy) and each document may be assigned
one or more categories. Text categorization systems are useful in a wide variety of tasks, such as
routingnewsande-mailtoappropriatecorporatedesks, identifyingjunkemail, orcorrectlyhandling
intelligence reports.
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The majority of existing text classiﬁcation systems use various induction techniques, such as
support vector machines, k-nearest neighbor algorithm, and neural networks. The features com-
monly used are the individual words appearing in the training documents (while their order within
the document is ignored). The value of a feature for a particular document is usually its occurrence
frequency normalized by its occurrence frequency within the whole collection of documents. This
representation scheme treats each document as a bag of the words it contains, and is therefore known
as the bag of words (BOW) approach (Salton and McGill, 1983).
The bag of words method is very effective in easy to medium difﬁculty categorization tasks
where the category of a document can be identiﬁed by several easily distinguishable keywords.
There are, however, two major weaknesses to the BOW representation scheme that limit its useful-
ness for more demanding categorization tasks. The ﬁrst one stems from representing a document as
a bag, thus ignoring the order of words appearance. This limits the possibility of handling structures
that are based on more than one word, and also limits the possibility of disambiguating words based
on their context.
The second weakness is the usage of only words that are explicitly mentioned in the training
documents, without any knowledge about them. Because this approach cannot generalize over
words, words in the testing document that never appeared in the training set are necessarily ignored.
Nor can synonymous words that appear infrequently in training documents be used to infer a more
general principle that covers several cases.
There have been a number of efforts to extend the basic BOW approach. Several studies
augmented the bag of words with n-grams (Caropreso et al., 2001; Peng and Shuurmans, 2003;
Mladenic, 1998b; Raskutti et al., 2001) or statistical language models (Peng et al., 2004). Others
used linguistically motivated features based on syntactic information, such as that available from
part-of-speech tagging or shallow parsing (Sable et al., 2002; Basili et al., 2000). Additional stud-
ies researched the use of word clustering (Baker and McCallum, 1998; Bekkerman, 2003; Dhillon
et al., 2003), as well as dimensionality reduction techniques such as LSA (Deerwester et al., 1990;
Hull, 1994; Zelikovitz and Hirsh, 2001; Cai and Hofmann, 2003).
More recently, there have been a number of efforts to add outside knowledge to supervised
machine learning techniques. Transfer learning approaches (Bennett et al., 2003; Do and Ng, 2005;
Sutton and McCallum, 1998; Raina et al., 2006) leverage information from different but related
learning tasks. Pseudo-relevance feedback (Ruthven and Lalmas, 2003) uses information from the
top-ranked documents, which are assumed to be relevant to the query; for example, characteristic
terms from such documents may be used for query expansion (Xu and Croft, 1996). Recent studies
on semi-supervised methods (Goldberg and Zhu, 2006; Ando and Zhang, 2005a,b; Blei et al., 2003;
Nigametal.,2000;Joachims,1999b)inferinformationfromunlabeleddata, whichisoftenavailable
in much larger amounts than labeled data.
We argue that in order to perform text categorization well, the computer needs access to much
more extensive and deep knowledge. Over a decade ago, Lenat and Feigenbaum (1990) formulated
the knowledge principle, which postulated that “If a program is to perform a complex task well, it
must know a great deal about the world it operates in.” Text categorization is certainly a complex
task. While the basic approaches are able to identify commonalities between documents based on
word identity, and more advanced approaches can recognize synonyms, there are cases where iden-
tifying commonality between documents requires recognition of more elaborated semantic relations
between terms.
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For illustration, consider document #15264 in Reuters-21578, which is one of the most fre-
quently used data sets in text categorization research. This document discusses a joint mining
venture by a consortium of companies, and belongs to the category “copper.” However, this fairly
long document mentions only brieﬂy that the aim of this venture is mining copper; rather, its main
focus is on the mutual share holdings of the companies involved (Teck Corporation, Cominco, and
Lornex Mining), as well as other mining activities of the consortium. Consequently, the three very
different text classiﬁers that we used (SVM, KNN and C4.5) failed to classify the document cor-
rectly. This comes as no surprise—“copper” is a fairly small category, and none of these companies,
nor the location of the venture (Highland Valley in British Columbia, Canada) is ever mentioned in
the training set for this category.
We argue that this need not be the case. When a Reuters editor originally handled this document,
she most likely knew quite a lot about the business of these companies, and easily assigned the
document to the category “copper.” It is this kind of knowledge that we would like machine learning
algorithms to have access to.
In this paper we introduce a method for enhancing machine learning algorithms with a large
volume of knowledge extracted from available human-generated repositories. Our method capital-
izes on the power of existing induction techniques while enriching the language of representation,
namely, exploring new feature spaces. Prior to text categorization, we employ a feature genera-
tor that uses common-sense and domain-speciﬁc knowledge to enrich the bag of words with new,
more informative and discriminating features. Feature generation is performed automatically, us-
ing machine-readable hierarchical repositories of knowledge. Many sources of world knowledge
have become available in recent years, thanks to rapid advances in information processing, and In-
ternet proliferation in particular. Examples of general purpose knowledge bases include the Open
Directory Project (ODP), Yahoo! Web Directory, and the Wikipedia encyclopedia.
It is interesting to juxtapose our method with above-mentioned alternative approaches that aug-
ment the training set of documents with external knowledge. Semi-supervised learning uses un-
labeled data to gather additional features beyond those originally available in the input. Transfer
learning involves pairs of related learning tasks, so that features constructed while solving one
problem can then also be used for solving another problem. On the other hand, the methods we
propose in this paper build new features using knowledge explicitly cataloged by humans, which
comes in the form of concepts that correspond to the nodes of the Open Directory.
In this paper we use the ODP as a source of background knowledge. The Open Directory
catalogs millions of Web sites in a rich hierarchy of 600,000 categories, and represents the col-
lective knowledge of over 70,000 volunteer editors. Thus, in the above example, the feature gen-
erator “knows” that the companies mentioned are in the mining business, and that Highland Val-
ley happens to host a copper mine. This information is available in Web pages that discuss the
companies and their operations, and are cataloged in corresponding ODP categories such as MIN-
ING AND DRILLING and METALS. Similarly, Web pages about Highland Valley are cataloged under
REGIONAL/NORTH AMERICA/CANADA/BRITISH COLUMBIA. To amass this information, we crawl
the URLs cataloged in the ODP, thus effectively multiplying the amount of knowledge available
many times over. Armed with this knowledge, the feature generator constructs new features that
denote these ODP categories, and adds them to the bag of words. The augmented feature space
provides text classiﬁers with a cornucopia of additional information. Indeed, our implementation
of the proposed methodology classiﬁes this document correctly. It is essential to mention that this
entire scheme works automatically. Given an existing knowledge hierarchy (ODP in this case), the
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feature generator examines documents and enriches their representation in a completely mechanical
way.
The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we propose a framework and a collection
of algorithms that perform feature generation using very large-scale repositories of human knowl-
edge. Second, we propose a novel kind of contextual analysis performed during feature generation,
which views the document text as a sequence of local contexts, and performs implicit word sense
disambiguation. Finally, we describe a way to further enhance existing knowledge bases by several
orders of magnitude by crawling the World Wide Web. Performing feature generation using exter-
nal knowledge effectively capitalizes on human knowledge (as encoded by the editors of the Open
Directory), leveraging information that cannot be deduced solely from the texts being classiﬁed. As
we show in Section 5, our approach performs markedly better than the bag of words method.
We believe that this research is only one step towards computerized use of large-scale structured
repositories of human knowledge. In our future work, we plan to study possible uses of other
knowledge repositories in addition to the Open Directory. We also intend to apply the feature
generation methodology to additional natural language processing tasks, as well as to study its
applicability beyond text processing. It would also be very interesting to compare the results of the
feature generation methodology presented in this paper to other techniques that use unlabeled data,
such as semi-supervised and transfer learning; this comparison is also left to future work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we analyze the limitations of the
BOW approach. Section 3 describes how our feature generation methodology uses repositories of
human knowledge to overcome these limitations. Section 4 instantiates this methodology with a
particular knowledge resource, the Open Directory Project. In Section 5 we report the results of
evaluating the proposed methodology empirically on a variety of test collections, and outline the
implementation details of our system. In Section 6 we discuss our methodology in the context of
prior work and related literature. Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines directions for future
research.
2. Problems in the Bag of Words Approach
Since the majority of existing text categorization systems employ the bag of words approach to
represent documents, we begin by analyzing typical problems and limitations of this method.
1. Words that appear in testing documents but not in training documents are completely ignored
by the basic BOW approach that does not use external data to compensate for such vocabulary
mismatch. Since the classiﬁcation model is built with a subset of words that appear in the
training documents, words that do not appear there are excluded by deﬁnition. Lacking the
ability to analyze such words, the system may overlook important parts of the document being
classiﬁed.
Example: Document #15264 from Reuters-21578 described in the Introduction presents a
perfect example of this limitation. This document describes a copper-mining venture formed
by a group of companies, whose names are not mentioned even once in the training set, and
are thus ignored by the classiﬁcation model.
2. Words that appear infrequently in the training set, or appear just once, are mostly ignored
even if they are essential for proper classiﬁcation. It often happens that human annotators
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assign a document to a certain category based on some notion brieﬂy mentioned in the docu-
ment. If the words that describe this notion do not appear with sufﬁcient frequency elsewhere
in the training set, then the system will overlook the real reason for this document’s annota-
tion. Consequently, it will either come up with some spurious association between the actual
category and unrelated words or ignore this document as a training example altogether.
Example: Suppose we have a collection of pharmaceutical documents and are trying to learn
the concept of antibiotics. If a particular training document describes the results of a clinical
trial for a new antibiotic drug, and mentions it only by a brand name that does not appear
elsewhere in the training set, the system will likely miss an important piece of evidence.
3. The problem described in the previous item can manifest itself in a more extreme way. Sup-
pose we have a group of related words, where each word appears only a few times in the
collection, and few documents contain more than one word of the group. As a result, the
connection between these words remains implicit and cannot be learned without resorting to
external knowledge. External knowledge, however, allows us to determine that certain words
are related. Furthermore, we can use the generalization ability of hierarchical knowledge
organization to establish that the words correspond to speciﬁc instances of the same general
notion.
Example: Consider a collection of clinical narrative reports on administering various antibi-
otic drugs. Since such reports are circulated among medical professionals, they are likely to
refer to speciﬁc drugs by name, while omitting the knowledge already shared by the target
audience. Hence, the reports will likely not explain that each drug is actually an antibiotic. In
the absence of this vital piece of knowledge, the BOW approach can easily fail to learn the
notion shared by the reports.
Speaking more generally, we observe that a critical limitation of the BOW approach lies in its
ignorance of the connections between the words. Thus, even more difﬁcult than the problem
described in the previous item, is the one where we have several related phrases or longer
contexts, while the connection between them is not stated in any single document.
Example: Consider again a collection of clinical reports, which are inherently rich in diverse
medical terminology. Often, each report describes the case of a single patient. Thus, with-
out extensive medical knowledge it would be nearly impossible to learn that Lown-Ganong-
Levine Syndrome and Wolff-Parkinson-White Syndrome are different kinds of arrhythmia,
while Crigler-Najjar Syndrome and Gilbert Syndrome are two kinds of liver diseases.
4. Because contextual adjacency of words is not taken into account by the BOW approach, word
sense disambiguation can only be performed at the level of entire documents, rather than at
much more linguistically plausible levels of a single sentence or paragraph.
Example: As an extreme example of this limitation, consider a document about the Jaguar
company establishing a conservation trust to protect its namesake animal
(http://www.jaguarusa.com/us/en/company/news events/archive/Jaguar Conser-
vation trust longcopy.htm). This fairly long document is devoted mainly to the preserva-
tion of wildlife, while brieﬂy covering the history of the car manufacturer in its last paragraph.
Taken as a single bag of words, the document will likely be classiﬁed as strongly related to
jaguar the animal, while the cursory mention of Jaguar the company will likely be ignored.
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Some of these limitations are due to data sparsity—after all, if we had inﬁnite amounts of
text on every imaginable topic, the bag of words would perform much better. Many studies in
machine learning and natural language processing addressed the sparsity problem. Approaches
like smoothing (Chen and Goodman, 1996) allocate some probability mass for unseen events and
thus eliminate zero probabilities. These approaches facilitate methods that are sensitive to zero
probabilities (e.g., Naive Bayes), but essentially do not use any external knowledge. More elaborate
techniques such as transfer learning (Bennett et al., 2003; Do and Ng, 2005; Sutton and McCallum,
1998; Raina et al., 2006) and semi-supervised learning (Goldberg and Zhu, 2006; Ando and Zhang,
2005a,b; Blei et al., 2003; Nigam et al., 2000; Joachims, 1999b), leverage cooccurrence information
fromsimilarlearningtasksorfromunlabeleddata. Otherstudiesthataddressedthesparsityproblem
include using the EM algorithm with unlabeled data (Nigam et al., 2006, 2000), latent semantic
kernels (Cristianini et al., 2002), transductive inference (Joachims, 1999b), and generalized vector
space model (Wong et al., 1985).
Humans avoid these limitations due to their extensive world knowledge, as well as their ability
to understand the words in context rather than just view them as an unordered bag. Our approach
that uses structured background knowledge is somewhat reminiscent of explanation-based learning
(Mitchell et al., 1986; Dejong and Mooney, 1986), where generalizations of previously seen ex-
amples are reused in future problem solving tasks, thus mimicking humans’ ability to learn from a
single example. Later in the paper we show how the above problems and limitations can be resolved
through the use of knowledge-based feature generation.
3. Feature Generation Methodology
Having presented the problems with the BOW approach in the previous section, we continue by
deﬁning the guidelines for building a feature generation framework that will address and alleviate
these problems using repositories of human knowledge.
3.1 Overview
The proposed methodology allows principled and uniform integration of one or more sources of
external knowledge to construct new features. These knowledge sources deﬁne a collection of
concepts that are assigned to documents to qualify their text. In the preprocessing step, we build
a feature generator capable of representing documents in the space of these concepts. The feature
generator is then invoked prior to text categorization to assign each document with a number of
relevant concepts. Subsequently, these concepts give rise to a set of constructed features that provide
background knowledge about the document’s content. The constructed features can then be used
either in conjunction with or in place of the original bag of words. The resulting set undergoes
feature selection, and the most discriminative features are retained for document representation.
Finally, we usetraditionaltextcategorization techniques tolearna textcategorizer inthe newfeature
space.
3.2 Requirements on Suitable Knowledge Repositories
We impose the following requirements on knowledge repositories for feature generation:
1. The repository contains a collection of concepts organized in a hierarchical tree structure,
where edges represent the “is-a” relationship. Each hierarchy node is labeled with a concept,
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which is more general than those of its children. Although in principle we could perform
feature generation with a ﬂat set of concepts, using a hierarchical ontology allows us to per-
form powerful generalizations. Optionally, a concept may be accompanied by a brief textual
description.
Formally, let KR be a knowledge repository that contains concepts C = fc0;:::;cng. Let c0
be the root node, which is more general than any other node. Let Parent(ci) be a function that
uniquely associates a node with its parent in the hierarchy, whereas Parent(c0) is undeﬁned.
Let Children(ci) be a function that associates a node with a set of its children, where for leaf
nodesChildren(cj) = / 0. When concept ci is more general than another concept cj, we denote
this by ci v cj; this happens when cj 2Children(ci), whereChildren denotes the recursive
application of the function (obviously, 8j > 0 : c0 v cj). If additional textual description is
available for a concept, it is denoted by Description(ci); otherwise this function returns an
empty set of words.
2. There is a collection of texts associated with each concept. The feature generator uses these
texts to learn the deﬁnition and scope of the concept, in order to be able to assign it to relevant
documents. We refer to these texts as textual objects, and denote the set of such objects
associated with concept ci as Ti = fti;1;:::;ti;mig.
Let W be a set of words. Our goal is to build a mapping function f : W  ! 2C. We propose
building the mapping function using text categorization techniques. This is a very natural thing
to do, as text categorization is all about assigning documents or parts thereof to a predeﬁned set of
categories (concepts in our case). One way to do so is to use a binary learning algorithm L(Pos;Neg)
to build a set of n binary classiﬁers, f1;:::; fn, such that fi : W ! f0;1g. This way, individual
classiﬁers are built using the chosen learning algorithm: fi = L(Ti;
S
1jn;j6=iTj). Another way to
build such a mapping function is to devise a hierarchical text classiﬁer that takes advantage of the
hierarchical organization of categories. In this paper, we use a simpler approach of building a single
classiﬁer that simultaneously considers all categories for each input sequence of words.
We believe that the above requirements are not overly restrictive. Indeed, there are quite a few
sources of common-sense and domain-speciﬁc knowledge that satisfy these requirements. We list
below several notable examples.
 Internet directories such as the Yahoo Web Directory (http://dir.yahoo.com), the Open
Directory Project (http://www.dmoz.org) and the LookSmart directory
(http://search.looksmart.com/p/browse) catalog huge numbers of URLs organized in
an elaborate hierarchy. The Web sites pointed at by these URLs can be crawled to gather a
wealth of information about each directory node. Here each directory node deﬁnes a concept,
and crawling the Web sites cataloged under the node provides a collection of textual objects
for that node.
 The Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) taxonomy (MeSH, 2003), which deﬁnes over 18,000
categories and is cross-linked with the MEDLINE database of medical articles, is a notable
example of a domain-speciﬁc knowledge base. Here the hierarchy nodes again induce a set
of concepts. The MEDLINE links mean that MeSH nodes can be easily associated with
numerous scientiﬁc articles that are highly relevant to the scope of the node, yielding a set of
textual objects for that node.
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 Other domain-speciﬁc hierarchies are also available, notably in the terminology-rich law do-
main, which includes the KeySearch taxonomy by WestLaw
(http://west.thomson.com/westlaw/keysearch) and the Web-based FindLaw hierarchy
(http://www.findlaw.com)(bothofthemcross-linkedwithmaterialrelevantforeachnode).
 The US Patent Classiﬁcation (http://www.uspto.gov/go/classification) and the In-
ternational Patent Classiﬁcation (http://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en) are
exceptionally elaborate taxonomies, where each node is linked to relevant patents.
 The online Wikipedia encyclopedia (http://www.wikipedia.org) has a fairly shallow hi-
erarchy but its nodes contain very high-quality articles, which are mostly noise-free (except
for occasional spamming).
 In the brick-and-mortar world, library classiﬁcation systems such as the Universal Decimal
Classiﬁcation (UDC) (Mcilwaine, 2000), the Dewey Decimal Classiﬁcation (Dewey et al.,
2003) or the Library of Congress Classiﬁcation (Chan, 1999) provide hierarchical structur-
ing of human knowledge for classifying books. By the very virtue of their deﬁnition, each
hierarchy node can be associated with the text of books cataloged under the node.
In this work we use the ODP as our knowledge base, due to the easy accessibility of its struc-
ture and linked resources (cataloged Web sites). However, our methodology is general enough to
facilitate other knowledge repositories such as those listed above, and in our future work we intend
to explore their utility as well, focusing in particular on the MeSH hierarchy for domain-speciﬁc
feature generation. In a recent study (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2006), we used the Wikipedia
encyclopedia as a source of knowledge for feature generation.
A note on terminology is in order here. The most commonly used term for nodes of hierarchical
directories of knowledge is “category.” In text categorization, however, this term normally refers to
topical labels assigned to documents. To prevent possible confusion, we use the word “concept” to
refer to the former notion. We represent such concepts as vectors in a high-dimensional space of
“attributes.” Again, we avoid using the term “features,” which is reserved for denoting individual
entries of document vectors in text categorization per se.
3.3 Building a Feature Generator
The ﬁrst step in our methodology is preprocessing, performed once for all future text categorization
tasks. We induce a hierarchical text classiﬁer that maps pieces of text onto relevant knowledge con-
cepts, which later serve as generated features. The resulting classiﬁer is called a feature generator
according to its true purpose in our scheme, as opposed to the text categorizer (or classiﬁer) that we
build ultimately. The feature generator represents concepts as vectors of their most characteristic
words, which we call attributes (reserving the term features to denote the properties of documents
in text categorization).
The feature generator operates similarly to a regular text classiﬁer—it ﬁrst learns a classiﬁcation
model in the space of concept attributes, and then identiﬁes a set of concepts that are most appropri-
ate to describe the contents of the input document. Observe that the number of concepts to which the
feature generator classiﬁes document text is huge, as suitable knowledge repositories may contain
tens and even hundreds of thousands of concepts. Few machine learning algorithms can efﬁciently
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handle so many different classes and about an order of magnitude more of training examples. Suit-
able candidates include the nearest neighbor and the Naive Bayes classiﬁer (Duda and Hart, 1973),
as well as prototype formation methods such as Rocchio (Rocchio, 1971) or centroid-based (Han
and Karypis, 2000) classiﬁers. A radically different approach would avoid considering all exist-
ing concepts simultaneously, rather, it would work top-down into the hierarchy, identifying several
most suitable concepts at each level, as in the hierarchical text classiﬁers described in the literature
(Koller and Sahami, 1997; Dumais and Chen, 2000; Ruiz and Srinivasan, 2002).
3.3.1 ATTRIBUTE SELECTION
Prior to learning a text classiﬁer that will act as a feature generator, we represent each concept as
an attribute vector. To this end, we pool together all the textual objects for the concept and all
of its descendants, and represent the accumulated description with a vector of words. Using all
encountered words as attributes is impractical because it yields a classiﬁcation model that is too big,
and because this would inevitably increase the level of noise. The former consideration is essential
to allow ﬁtting the induced model into computer memory. The latter consideration is particularly
important for Web-based knowledge repositories, which are inherently plagued with noise ranging
from intentional directory spamming to merely irrelevant information. To remedy the situation, we
perform attribute selection for each concept prior to learning the feature generator.
To this end, we use standard attribute selection techniques (Sebastiani, 2002) such as informa-
tion gain, and identify words that are most characteristic of a concept versus all other concepts.
This approach to attribute selection is reminiscent of the approaches described by Chakrabarti et al.
(1997) and by Koller and Sahami (1997). Let us denote by Di the collection of textual objects of ci
and its descendants, Di = ftj;kjci v cjg, and by Di the collection of textual objects for all other con-
cepts, Di = ftl;kjci 6v clg. Then, we can assess the discriminative capacity of each word w 2 Di with
respect to Di. It is essential to note that conventional attribute selection techniques select attributes
for ci from the entire lexicon, L = Di[Di. In our case, however, we aim at selecting words that are
most characteristic for the concept, and therefore we limit the selection only to words that actually
appear in the textual objects for that concept, that is, Di.
Figure 1 shows the algorithm for building a feature generator. The algorithm uses a global
structureText(ci) that accumulates textual objects for concept ci and all ofits descendants (attributes
for the category are then selected from the words occurring in this pool). We manipulate Text(ci) as
an unordered bag of words. Attribute vectors for each category are stored inVector(ci).
3.4 Contextual Feature Generation
Feature generation precedes text categorization, that is, before the induction algorithm is invoked to
build the text categorizer, the documents are fed to the feature generator.
Traditionally, feature generation uses the basic features supplied with the training instances to
construct more sophisticated features. In the case of text processing, however, important informa-
tion about word ordering will be lost if the traditional approach is applied to the bag of words.
Therefore, we argue that feature generation becomes much more powerful when it operates on the
raw document text. But should the generator always analyze the whole document as a single unit,
as do regular text classiﬁers?
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Algorithm BUILDFEATUREGENERATOR
# Compute attribute vectors for all concepts
BUILDVECTORS(c0)
# Use an induction algorithm to train a feature generator FG
# using the attribute vectorsVector(ci)
FG   InduceClassifier(fVector(ci)g)
# For feature generation efﬁciency, build an inverted index
InvIndex : w 7! fcig, s.t. w 2Vector(ci)
———————————————————————————————-
Algorithm BUILDVECTORS(ci)
Text(ci) = / 0
# Traverse the hierarchy bottom-up, collecting the textual objects
# of the descendants of each category
For each child 2Children(ci) do
BUILDVECTORS(child)
Text(ci)   Text(ci)[Text(child)
# Now add the textual objects for the category itself
# along with the optional description (if available)
Text(ci)   Text(ci)[fti;1;:::;ti;mg[Description(ci)
# Build the attribute vector by performing attribute selection
# among the words of Text(ci)
Vector(ci)   AttributeSelection(Text(ci))
# Assign values to the selected attributes
Vector(ci)  t fid f(Vector(ci))
Figure 1: Building a feature generator.
3.4.1 ANALYZING LOCAL CONTEXTS
We believe that considering the document as a single unit can often be misleading: its text might be
too diverse to be readily mapped to the right set of concepts, while notions mentioned only brieﬂy
may be overlooked. Instead, we propose to partition the document into a series of non-overlapping
segments (called contexts), and then generate features at this ﬁner level. Each context is classiﬁed
into a number of concepts in the knowledge base, and pooling these concepts together to describe
the entire document results in multi-faceted classiﬁcation. This way, the resulting set of concepts
represents the various aspects or sub-topics covered by the document.
Potential candidates for such contexts are simple sequences of words, or more linguistically
motivated chunks such as sentences or paragraphs. The optimal resolution for document segmenta-
tion can be determined automatically using a validation set. We propose a more principled multi-
resolution approach that simultaneously partitions the document at several levels of linguistic ab-
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straction (windows of words, sentences, paragraphs, up to taking the entire document as one big
chunk), and performs feature generation at each of these levels. We rely on the subsequent feature
selection step (Section 3.4.2) to eliminate extraneous features, preserving only those that genuinely
characterize the document. Figure 2 presents the feature generation algorithm.
Algorithm FEATUREGENERATION(D)
LetCT be a series of contexts for D
CT   words(D)[sentences(D)[ paragraphs(D)[fDg
Let F be a set of features generated for D
F   / 0
For each context ct 2CT perform feature generation:
F   F [FG(ct)
Represent D as BagOfWords(D)[F
Figure 2: Performing feature generation for document D
In fact, the proposed approach tackles two important problems in natural language processing,
namely, synonymy (the ability of natural languages to express many notions in more than one way),
and polysemy (the property of natural language words to convey more than a single sense, while
certain words may have as many as dozens of different, sometimes unrelated senses). When in-
dividual contexts are classiﬁed, word sense disambiguation is implicitly performed, thus resolving
word polysemy to some degree. A context that contains one or more polysemous words is mapped
to the concepts that correspond to the sense shared by the context words. Thus, the correct sense of
each word is determined with the help of its neighbors. At the same time, enriching document repre-
sentation with high-level concepts and their generalizations addresses the problem of synonymy, as
the enhanced representation can easily recognize that two (or more) documents actually talk about
related issues, albeit using different vocabularies.
For each context, the feature generator yields a list of concepts ordered by their score, which
quantiﬁestheirappropriatenesstothecontext. Anumberoftop-scoringconceptsareusedtoactually
generate features. For each of these concepts we generate one feature that represents the concept
itself, as well an additional group of features that represent ancestors of this concept in the hierarchy
of the knowledge repository.
3.4.2 FEATURE SELECTION
Using support vector machines in conjunction with bag of words, Joachims (1998) found that SVMs
are very robust even in the presence of numerous features. He further observed that the multitude of
features are indeed useful for text categorization. These ﬁndings were corroborated in more recent
studies (Rogati and Yang, 2002; Brank et al., 2002; Bekkerman, 2003) that observed either no im-
provement or even small degradation of SVM performance after feature selection.1 Consequently,
manylaterworksusingSVMsdidnotapplyfeatureselectionatall(LeopoldandKindermann,2002;
Lewis et al., 2004).
1. Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2004) described a class of problems where feature selection from the bag of words
actually improves SVM performance.
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This situation changes drastically as we augment the bag of words with generated features.
First, nearly any technique for automatic feature generation can easily generate huge numbers of
features, which will likely aggravate the “curse of dimensionality.” Furthermore, it is feature selec-
tion that allows the feature generator to be less than a perfect classiﬁer. When some of the concepts
assigned to the document are correct, feature selection can identify them and seamlessly eliminate
the spurious ones. We further analyze the utility of feature selection in Section 5.7.
Note also that the categories to which the documents are categorized most likely correspond to
a mix of knowledge repository concepts rather than a single one. Therefore, as the feature generator
maps documents to a large set of related concepts, it is up to feature selection to retain only those
that are relevant to the particular categorization task in hand.
3.4.3 FEATURE VALUATION
In regular text categorization, each word occurrence in document text is initially counted as a unit,
and then feature valuation is performed, usually by subjecting these counts to TF.IDF weighting
(Salton and Buckley, 1988; Debole and Sebastiani, 2003). To augment the bag of words with
generated features and to use a single uniﬁed feature set, we need to assign weights to generated
features in a compatible manner.
Each generated feature is assigned the basic weight of 1, as in the single occurrence of a word in
the bag of words. However, this weight is further multiplied by the classiﬁcation score produced for
each classiﬁed concept by the feature generator. This score quantiﬁes the degree of afﬁnity between
the concept and the context it was assigned to.
3.4.4 REVISITING THE RUNNING EXAMPLE
Let us revisit the example from Section 1, where we considered a document that belongs to the
“copper” category of Reuters-21578. Figure 3 illustrates the process of feature generation for this
example. While building the feature generator at the preprocessing stage, our system crawls the
Web sites cataloged under mining-related ODP concepts such as BUSINESS/MINING AND DRILLING,
SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY/MINING and BUSINESS/INDUSTRIAL GOODS AND SERVICES/MATERIALS/
METALS. These include http://www.teckcominco.com and http://www.miningsurplus.com,
which belong to the (now merged) Teck Cominco company. The company’s prominence gives it
frequent mention in the Web sites we have crawled, and consequently the words “Teck” and “Com-
inco” are included in the set of attributes selected to represent the above concepts.
During feature generation, the document is segmented into a sequence of contexts The feature
generatoranalyzesthesecontextsandusestheirwords(e.g., “Teck”and“Cominco”)tomapthedoc-
ument to a number of mining-related concepts in the ODP (e.g., BUSINESS/MINING AND DRILLING).
These concepts, as well as their ancestors in the hierarchy, give rise to a set of generated features that
augment the bag of words. Observe that the training documents for the category “copper” under-
went similar processing when a text classiﬁer was induced. Consequently, features based on these
concepts were selected during feature selection and retained in document vectors, thanks to their
high predictive capacity. It is due to these features that the document is now categorized correctly,
while without feature generation it consistently caused BOW classiﬁers to err.
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Business/Mining_and_Drilling 
www.teckcominco.com 
… 
Attributes selected for this 
concept: …, Teck, Cominco, … 
“ … Cominco and 
Teck's 22 pct-owned 
Lornex agreed in 
January 1986 to form 
the joint venture, 
merging their Highland 
Valley operations …”  Bag of Words 
Generated features: 
…, Metallurgy, 
Metallic_Deposits 
Mining_and_Drilling, …  Feature 
vector 
Text 
classifier 
Web sites catalogued under 
Business/Mining_and_Drilling 
Figure 3: Feature generation example
4. Using the Open Directory for Feature Generation
We now instantiate the general methodology presented in Section 3 to use the Open Directory
project as a knowledge repository.
The Open Directory comprises a hierarchy of approximately 600,000 nodes that catalog over
4,000,000 Web sites, each represented by a URL, a title, and a brief summary of its contents. The
directory is organized as a tree where each node has a title (deﬁned by its location within the direc-
tory, for example, COMPUTERS/ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE), and about one-third of all nodes have
a short textual description. Every ODP node is associated with a collection of URLs to Web sites
cataloged under that node, while each URL has a title and a concise summary of the correspond-
ing Web site. The project constitutes an ongoing effort promoted by over 65,000 volunteer editors
around the globe, and is arguably the largest publicly available Web directory.2 Being the result
of pro bono work, the Open Directory has its share of drawbacks, such as non-uniform coverage,
duplicate subtrees in different branches of the hierarchy, and sometimes biased coverage due to pe-
culiar views of the editors in charge. At the same time, however, ODP embeds a colossal amount
of human knowledge in a wide variety of areas, covering even very speciﬁc scientiﬁc and technical
concepts.
2. Although the actual size of Yahoo! has not been publicly released in the recent years, it is estimated to be about half
the size of the Open Directory. This estimate is based on brute-force exhaustive crawling of the Yahoo! hierarchy.
See http://sewatch.com/reports/directories.html and http://www.geniac.net/odp for more details.
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4.1 Multiplying Knowledge Through Web Crawling
We use the textual descriptions of ODP nodes and their URLs as training examples for learning the
feature generator. Although these descriptions alone constitute a sizeable amount of information,
we devised a way to increase the volume of training data by several orders of magnitude. We do
so by crawling the Web sites pointed at by all cataloged URLs, and obtain a small representative
sample of each site. Following the scheme introduced by Yang et al. (2002), each link cataloged in
the ODP is used to obtain a small representative sample of the target Web site. To this end, we crawl
each cataloged site in the BFS order, starting from the URL listed in the directory. A predeﬁned
number of Web pages are downloaded, and then concatenated into a synthetic meta-document. This
meta-document, along with the site description listed in the directory, constitutes the textual object
for that site. Pooling together the meta-documents for all sites associated with an ODP node gives
us a wealth of additional information about it, which we use to enrich the node summary.
4.2 Noise Reduction and Attribute Selection
Using so much knowledge requires a host of ﬁltering mechanisms that control the quality and utility
of the generated features. We now describe these mechanisms in detail. In what follows, we distin-
guish between structural noise, which is inherent to the ODP structure, and content noise, which is
found in the texts we obtain through crawling the cataloged URLs.
4.2.1 STRUCTURAL NOISE
However elaborate our knowledge repositories are, they necessarily contain concepts that are detri-
mental to feature generation. These include concepts too speciﬁc or situated too deep in the hier-
archy, or having too few textual objects to build a representative attribute vector. It is important to
observe, however, that whenever we pruned small categories, we assigned all their textual content
to their parents. Here again we beneﬁt from the hierarchical organization of the directory, which
allows us to aggregate small fragments of speciﬁc knowledge at a higher conceptual level, where its
accumulated mass becomes sufﬁcient to deﬁne a more general concept.
We identiﬁed the following potential sources of noise in the Open Directory:
1. The branch TOP/WORLD concentrates material in languages other than English. This entire
branch is therefore pruned.
2. Some top-level branches contain concepts that are hardly useful for subsequent text catego-
rization.
(a) TOP/NEWS is a very elaborate subtree devoted to listing numerous CNN stories on vari-
ous topics organized by date. The nodes of this subtree represent past dates, and do not
correspond to useful knowledge concepts.
(b) TOP/ADULT lists adult-oriented Web sites, and we believe that the concepts of this sub-
tree are of little use for general purpose text categorization.
(c) TOP/KIDS AND TEENS roughly duplicates the structure of the ODP but only lists re-
sources suitable for children.
All these branches are pruned as well.
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3. Overly small categories (usually situated very deep in the hierarchy) that only contain a hand-
ful of URLs, and therefore their scope cannot be learned reliably. We therefore eliminate
categories with fewer than 10 URLs or those situated below depth level 7 (the textual content
of pruned categories is assigned to their parents).
4. The TOP/REGIONAL branch contains approximately one third of the entire mass of the ODP
data, and is devoted to listing English language sites about various geographical regions of the
world. Thisbranchisfurtherdividedintocontinents, countriesandsmallerlocalities, uptothe
level of cities, towns and landmarks. However, the hierarchy does not stop at this level, and
for most localities it provides much more elaborate classiﬁcation, similar to that of the higher
ODP levels. For example, under the path TOP/REGIONAL/NORTH AMERICA/UNITED STATES/
NEW YORK/LOCALITIES/N/NEW YORK CITY one ﬁnds further subdivisions such as
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT, BUSINESS AND ECONOMY, HEALTH, SHOPPING and
SOCIETY AND CULTURE. A similar set of categories duplicating higher-level distinctions
(TOP/ARTS, TOP/BUSINESS etc.) canbealsofoundinthemiddleofthispathat TOP/REGIONAL/
NORTH AMERICA/UNITED STATES/NEW YORK.
ODP classiﬁcation principles3 prescribe that businesses that operate in a particular locality
(in this example, local to the State of New York or to New York City) should normally be
catalogued under the most speciﬁc applicable categories, while businesses with global reach
should be catalogued somewhere under TOP/BUSINESS; the rationale for choosing other cate-
gories (e.g., TOP/SOCIETY/... vs. TOP/REGIONAL/NORTH AMERICA/UNITED STATES/
NEW YORK/SOCIETY AND CULTURE is similar. However, we believe that when the ODP is
used as a knowledge repository to support text categorization, such ﬁne-grained distinctions
(e.g., architect ofﬁces in Manhattan) are of little use. These categories only pollute the hier-
archy with numerous small nodes, each of which only has a small chance of being assigned
to any given context.
Therefore, we eliminate overly speciﬁc categories under TOP/REGIONAL by pruning all paths
at the level of geographical names. When the feature generator operates on a context describ-
ing a particular New York business, it will map the latter to the New York City node, as well
as to one or more appropriate nodes under TOP/BUSINESS.
5. Web spam, which comes in the form of URLs that are hardly authoritative or representative of
theirhostcategory, butarenonethelessincludedinthedirectorybyaminorityofunscrupulous
editors. We do not explicitly address the problem of spam here, as it lies beyond the scope of
our current study.
4.2.2 CONTENT NOISE
Texts harvested from the WWW are quite different from clean passages in formal written English,
and without adequate noise reduction crawled data may do more harm than good. To reduce content
noise we perform attribute selection as explained in Section 3.3.1. For example, Table 1 shows the
top 10 attributes selected for sample ODP concepts using information gain as the attribute selection
criterion. As we can see, the attributes selected for all the sample concepts are very intuitive and
plausible.
3. See http://dmoz.org/guidelines and http://dmoz.org/erz/index.html for general ODP editorial guide-
lines, and http://dmoz.org/Regional/faq.html for Regional-speciﬁc issues.
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ODP concept Top 10 selected attributes
Top/Business/Financial Services ﬁnance, loan, mortgage, equity, insurance, lender, bank,
investment, transaction, payment
Top/Computers/Artiﬁcial Intelligence neural, artiﬁcial, algorithm, intelligence, AAAI,
Bayesian, probability, IEEE, cognitive, inference
Top/Health/Nutrition nutrition, diet, nutrient, vitamin, dietary, cholesterol,
carbohydrate, intake, protein, fat
Top/Home/Cooking recipe, sauce, ingredient, soup, salad, casserole, stew,
bake, butter, cook
Top/Recreation/Travel travel, itinerary, trip, destination, cruise, hotel, tour,
adventure, travelogue, departure
Top/Regional/Europe/Switzerland4 Switzerland, Swiss, Schweiz, und, Suiss, sie, CHF, der,
Zurich, Geneva
Top/Science science, research, scientiﬁc, biology, laboratory,
analysis, university, theory, study, scientist
Top/Shopping/Gifts gift, birthday, occasion, basket, card, shipping, baby,
keepsake, order, wedding
Top/Society/History war, history, military, army, civil, historian, soldier,
troop, politics, century
Top/Sports/Golf golf, golfer, tee, hole, fairway, tournament,
championship, clubhouse, PGA, par
Table 1: Examples of attribute selection using information gain
4.2.3 LEARNING THE FEATURE GENERATOR
In our current implementation, the feature generator works as a centroid-based classiﬁer (Han and
Karypis, 2000), which represents each category as a centroid vector of the pool of textual objects
associated with it.5 Given a fragment of text supplied as input for feature generation, the classiﬁer
represents it as an attribute vector in the same space. It then compares this vector to those of all
the concepts, and returns the desired number of best-matching ones. Attribute vectors are compared
using the cosine metric (Zobel and Moffat, 1998); the value of the metric is treated as the classiﬁca-
tion score. A number of top-scoring concepts are retained for each input text as generated features.
The feature generator also performs generalization of these concepts, and constructs features from
the classiﬁed concepts per se as well as their ancestors in the hierarchy.
5. Empirical Evaluation
Toevaluatetheutilityofknowledge-basedfeaturegeneration, weimplementedtheproposedmethod-
ology using the Open Directory as a source of world knowledge. Throughout the experiments we
used an ODP snapshot as of April 2004. Crawling of URLs cataloged in the Open Directory was
performed over the period of April–August 2004.
4. Many crawled Web pages under TOP/REGIONAL/EUROPE/SWITZERLAND contain non-English material, hence
words like “Schweiz” (German for Switzerland) and “der” (German masculine deﬁnite article), which survived stop
words removal that is only performed for English.
5. The centroid classiﬁer offers a simple and efﬁcient way to manage the multitude of concepts in the Open Directory;
additional machine learning techniques for learning the feature generator are mentioned in Section 3.3.
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5.1 Experimental Methodology
We used the following test collections to evaluate our methodology for feature generation:
1. Reuters-21578 (Reuters, 1997) is historically the most often used data set in text catego-
rization research. Following common practice, we used the ModApte split (9603 training,
3299 testing documents) and two category sets, 10 largest categories and 90 categories with
at least one training and testing example.
2. Reuters Corpus Volume I (RCV1) (Lewis et al., 2004), with over 800,000 documents and
three orthogonal category sets, presents a new challenge for text categorization. Since the
original RCV1 data contains a number of errors, we used the corrected version RCV1-v2
(Lewis et al., 2004, Section 4). To speed up experimentation, we used a subset of the corpus
with 17,808 training documents (dated August 20–27, 1996) and 5341 testing documents
(dated August 28–31, 1996). Following the scheme introduced by Brank et al. (2002), we
used 16 Topic and 16 Industry categories, which constitute a representative sample of the full
groups of 103 and 354 categories, respectively. We also randomly sampled the Topic and
Industry categories into 5 sets of 10 categories each. Table 8 (Appendix A) gives the full
deﬁnition of the category sets we used.
3. OHSUMED (Hersh et al., 1994) is a subset of the MEDLINE database, which contains
348,566 references to documents published in medical journals over the period of 1987–1991.
Each reference contains the publication title, and about two-thirds (233,445) also contain an
abstract. Each document is labeled with several MeSH (MeSH, 2003) categories. There are
over 14,000 distinct categories in the collection, with an average of 13 categories per docu-
ment. Following Joachims (1998), we used a subset of documents from 1991 that have ab-
stracts, taking the ﬁrst 10,000 documents for training and the next 10,000 for testing. To limit
the number of categories for the experiments, we randomly generated 5 sets of 10 categories
each. Table 9 (Appendix A) gives the full deﬁnition of the category sets we used.
4. 20 Newsgroups (20NG) (Lang, 1995) is a well-balanced data set of 20 categories containing
1000 Usenet postings each.
5. Movie Reviews (Movies) (Pang et al., 2002) deﬁnes a sentiment classiﬁcation task, where re-
views express either positive or negative opinion about the movies. The data set has 1400 doc-
uments in two categories (positive/negative).
We used support vector machines6 as our learning algorithm to build text categorizers, since
prior studies found SVMs to have the best performance for text categorization (Sebastiani, 2002;
Dumais et al., 1998; Yang and Liu, 1999). Following established practice, we use the precision-
recall break-even point (BEP) to measure text categorization performance. For the two Reuters data
setswereportbothmicro-andmacro-averagedBEP,sincetheircategoriesdifferinsizesigniﬁcantly.
Micro-averaged BEP operates at the document level and is primarily affected by categorization
performance on larger categories. On the other hand, macro-averaged BEP averages results for
individual categories, and thus small categories with few training examples have large impact on
the overall performance. For both Reuters data sets we used a ﬁxed data split, and consequently
6. We used the SVMlight implementation (Joachims, 1999a).
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used macro sign test (S-test) (Yang and Liu, 1999) to assess the statistical signiﬁcance of differences
in classiﬁer performance. For 20NG and Movies we performed 4-fold cross-validation, and used
paired t-test to assess the signiﬁcance.
5.2 Implementation Details
In this section we describe the implementation details and design choices of our system.
5.2.1 CONSTRUCTING THE FEATURE GENERATOR
All ODP data is publicly available in machine-readable RDF format at http://rdf.dmoz.org. We
used the ﬁle structure.rdf.u8, which deﬁnes the hierarchical structure of the directory, as well
as provides category names and descriptions, and the ﬁle content.rdf.u8, which associates each
category with a list of URLs, each having a title and a concise summary of the corresponding Web
site. After pruning the TOP/WORLD branch, which contains non-English material, and TOP/ADULT
branch, which lists adult-oriented Web sites, we obtained a collection of over 400,000 concepts
and 2,800,000 URLs, organized in a very elaborate hierarchy with maximum depth of 13 levels
and median depth of 7. Further pruning of too small and deep categories, as well as pruning of
the TOP/REGIONAL subtree at the level of geographical names as explained in Section 4.2, reduced
the number of concepts to 63,000 (the number of URLs was not reduced, since the entire URL
population from pruned nodes is moved to their parents).
Textual descriptions of the concepts and URLs amounted to 436 Mb of text (68 Mb in concept
titles and descriptions, 368 Mb in URL titles and summaries). In order to increase available in-
formation for training the feature generator, we further populated the ODP hierarchy by crawling
all of its URLs, and taking the ﬁrst 10 pages (in the BFS order) encountered at each site to cre-
ate a representative meta-document of that site. As an additional noise removal step, we discarded
meta-documents containing fewer than 5 distinct terms. This operation yielded 425 Gb worth of
HTML ﬁles. After eliminating all the markup and truncating overly long ﬁles at 50 Kb, we ended
up with 70 Gb of additional textual data. Compared to the original 436 Mb of text supplied with the
hierarchy, we obtained over a 150-fold increase in the amount of data.
Applying our methodology to a knowledge repository of this scale required an enormous en-
gineering effort. After tokenization and removal of stop words, numbers and mixed alphanumeric
strings (e.g., “Win2k” or “4Sale”), we obtained 20,800,000 distinct terms. Further elimination of
rare words (occurringin lessthan 5 documents) and applying the Porter stemming algorithm (Porter,
1980) resulted in a more manageable number of 2,900,000 distinct terms that were used to represent
ODP nodes as attribute vectors. Up to 1000 most informative attributes were selected for each ODP
node using the Document Frequency criterion (other commonly used feature selection techniques,
such as Information Gain, c2 and Odds Ratio (Yang and Pedersen, 1997; Rogati and Yang, 2002;
Mladenic, 1998a), yielded slightly inferior results in text categorization).
In order to speed up consequent classiﬁcation of document contexts, we also built an inverted
index that, given a word, provides a list of concepts that have it in their attribute vector (i.e., the
word has been selected for this concept).
When assigning weights to individual entries in attribute vectors, we took into consideration the
locationoforiginalwordoccurrences. Forexample, wordsthatoccurredinURLtitleswereassigned
higher weight than those in the descriptions. Words originating from the descriptions or meta-
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documents corresponding to links prioritized7 by the ODP editors were also assigned additional
weight. We completely ignored node descriptions since these are only available for about 40% of
the nodes, and even then the descriptions are rarely used to actually describe the corresponding
concept; in many cases they just contain instructions to the editors or explain what kinds of sites
should not be classiﬁed under the node.
The set of attribute vectors underwent TF.IDF weighting, and eventually served to build a
centroid-based feature generator.
5.2.2 USING THE FEATURE GENERATOR
We used the multi-resolution approach to feature generation, classifying document contexts at the
level of individual words, complete sentences, paragraphs, and ﬁnally the entire document.8 For
each context, features were generated from the 10 best-matching ODP concepts produced by the
feature generator, as well as for all of their ancestors.
5.2.3 TEXT CATEGORIZATION
We conducted the experiments using a text categorization platform of our own design and devel-
opment named H OGWARTS 9 (Davidov et al., 2004). We opted to build a comprehensive new
infrastructure for text categorization, as surprisingly few software tools are publicly available for re-
searchers, whilethosethatareavailableallowonlylimitedcontrolovertheiroperation. H OGWARTS
facilitates full-cycle text categorization including text preprocessing, feature extraction, construc-
tion, selection and valuation, followed by actual classiﬁcation with cross-validation of experiments.
The system currently provides part-of-speech tagging (Brill, 1995), sentence boundary detection,
stemming (Porter, 1980), WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) lookup, a variety of feature selection algo-
rithms, and TF.IDF feature weighting schemes. H OGWARTS has over 150 conﬁgurable parameters
that control its modus operandi in minute detail. H OGWARTS interfaces with SVM, KNN and C4.5
text categorization algorithms, and computes all standard measures of categorization performance.
H OGWARTS was designed with a particular emphasis on processing efﬁciency, and portably imple-
mented intheANSIC++programminglanguage. Thesystemhasbuilt-inloadersforReuters-21578
(Reuters, 1997), RCV1 (Lewis et al., 2004), 20 Newsgroups (Lang, 1995), Movie Reviews (Pang
et al., 2002), and OHSUMED (Hersh et al., 1994), while additional data sets can be easily integrated
in a modular way.
In the preprocessing step, each document undergoes the following. Document text is ﬁrst to-
kenized, and title words are replicated twice to emphasize their importance. Then, stop words,
numbers and mixed alphanumeric strings are removed, and the remaining words are stemmed. The
bag of words is next merged with the set of features generated for the document by analyzing its
contexts as explained in Section 3.4, and rare features occurring in fewer than 3 documents are
removed.
7. ODP editors can highlight especially prominent and important Web sites; sites marked as such appear at the top of
category listings and are emphasized with an asterisk (in RDF data ﬁles, the corresponding links are marked up with
a <priority> tag).
8. The 20NG data set is an exception, owing to its high level of intrinsic noise that renders identiﬁcation of sentence
boundaries extremely unreliable, and causes word-level feature generation to produce too many spurious classiﬁca-
tions. Consequently, for this data set we restrict the multi-resolution approach to individual paragraphs and the entire
document only.
9. Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry is the educational institution attended by Harry Potter (Rowling, 1997).
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Since earlier studies found that most BOW features are indeed useful for SVM text categoriza-
tion (Section 3.4.2), we take the bag of words in its entirety (with the exception of rare features
removed in the previous step). The generated features, however, undergo feature selection using the
information gain criterion. Finally, feature valuation is performed using the “ltc” TF.IDF function
(logarithmic term frequency and inverse document frequency, followed by cosine normalization)
(Salton and Buckley, 1988; Debole and Sebastiani, 2003).
5.3 Qualitative Analysis of Feature Generation
We now study the process of feature generation on a number of actual examples.
5.3.1 FEATURE GENERATION PER SE
In this section we demonstrate ODP-based feature generation for a number of sample sentences
taken from CNN and other Web sites. For each example, we discuss a number of highly relevant fea-
tures found among the top ten generated ones. Online Appendix A
(http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/˜gabr/jmlr2006-online-appendix.html)givesall10clas-
siﬁcations produced for each context (some of these classiﬁcations are less relevant, and are con-
sequently removed during feature selection, as explained in Section 3.4.2 and illustrated in Sec-
tion 5.3.3.
 Text: “Rumsfeld appeared with Gen. Richard Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.”
Sample generated features:
– SOCIETY/ISSUES/GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, SOCIETY/POLITICS—both Donald Rums-
feld and Richard Myers are senior government ofﬁcers, hence the connection to govern-
ment operations and politics. Their names have been selected for these ODP concepts,
since they appear in many Web sites cataloged under them, such as the National Security
Archive at the George Washington University (http://www.gwu.edu/˜nsarchiv)and
the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University
(http://www.ksg.harvard.edu).
– SOCIETY/ISSUES/WARFARE AND CONFLICT/SPECIFIC CONFLICTS/IRAQ, SCIENCE/
TECHNOLOGY/MILITARY SCIENCE, SOCIETY/ISSUES/WARFARE AND CONFLICT/
WEAPONS—again, both persons mentioned were prominent during the Iraq campaign.
– SOCIETY/HISTORY/BY REGION/NORTH AMERICA/UNITED STATES/PRESIDENTS/
BUSH, GEORGE WALKER—DonaldRumsfeldservesasSecretaryofDefenseunderPres-
ident George W. Bush
– SOCIETY/POLITICS/CONSERVATISM—Rumsfeld is often seen as holding conservative
views on a variety of political issues.
 Text: “The new ﬁlm follows Anakin’s descent into evil and lust for power.”
Sample generated features:
– ARTS/MOVIES/TITLES/STAR WARS MOVIES is the root of the ODP subtree devoted to
the “Star Wars” movie series. The word “Anakin” has been selected as an attribute
for this concept due to its numerous occurrences in the cataloged Web sites such as
http://www.theforce.net and http://www.starwars.com.
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– ARTS/PERFORMING ARTS/ACTING/ACTORS AND ACTRESSES/CHRISTENSEN, HAYDEN is
the actor who played Anakin Skywalker; this particular piece of information cannot be
inferred from the short input sentence without elaborate background knowledge.
 Text: “On a night when Dirk Nowitzki (34 points), Jerry Stackhouse (29), Josh Howard (19)
and Jason Terry (17) all came up big, he couldn’t match their offensive contributions.”
Sample generated features:
– SPORTS/BASKETBALL/PROFESSIONAL/NBA/DALLAS MAVERICKS—eventhoughthesen-
tencementionsneithertheparticularsportnorthenameoftheteam, thepowerofcontext
isatitsbest, immediatelyyieldingthecorrectclassiﬁcationasthebest-scoringgenerated
feature. The names of the players mentioned in the context occur often in the Web sites
cataloged under this concept, including such resources as www.nba.com/mavericks,
http://dallasbasketball.com and sports.yahoo.com/nba/teams/dal.
 Text: “Herceptin is a so-called targeted therapy because of its ability to attack diseased cells
and leave healthy ones alone.”
Sample generated features:
– HEALTH/CONDITIONS AND DISEASES/CANCER/BREAST, SOCIETY/ISSUES/HEALTH/
CONDITIONS AND DISEASES/CANCER/ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS,
HEALTH/SUPPORT GROUPS/CONDITIONS AND DISEASES/CANCER provide relevant
additional information for Herceptin, a medication for breast cancer. The name of this
medicine has been selected for these concepts due to its occurrences in cataloged Web
sites such as www.breastcancer.org, www.hopkinsmedicine.org/ breastcenter
and cancer.gov/cancerinfo/wyntk/breast.
 Finally, we give an example of how the power of context can be used for word sense disam-
biguation. The following pair of sentences use the word “tie” in two different meanings—
once as a necktie and once as a kind of connection. Even though these sentences contain no
distinguishing proper names, the context of the polysemous words allows the feature genera-
tor to produce correct suggestions in both cases
Text: “Kinship with others is based either on blood ties or on marital ties.”
Sample generated features:
– SOCIETY/GENEALOGY
– HOME/FAMILY
– SOCIETY/RELATIONSHIPS
– SCIENCE/SOCIAL SCIENCES/SOCIOLOGY
Text: “Our tie shop includes plain solid colour ties, novelty ties, patterned silk ties, and
men’s bow ties.”
Sample generated features:
– SHOPPING/CLOTHING/MENS/NECKTIES
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– SHOPPING/CLOTHING/ACCESSORIES/MENS
– BUSINESS/CONSUMER GOODS AND SERVICES/CLOTHING/ACCESSORIES/
TIES AND SCARVES
Evidently, many of the generated features could not have been accessed by conventional text
classiﬁcation methods, since heavy use of world knowledge is required to deduce them.
5.3.2 ACTUAL TEXT CATEGORIZATION EXAMPLES UNDER A MAGNIFYING GLASS
Thanks to feature generation, our system correctly classiﬁes the running example document #15264.
Let us consider additional testing examples from Reuters-21578 that are incorrectly categorized
by the BOW classiﬁer. Document #16143 belongs to the category “money-fx” (money/foreign
exchange) and discusses the devaluation of the Kenyan shilling. Even though “money-fx” is one of
the 10 largest categories, the word “shilling” does not occur in its training documents even once.
However, the feature generator easily recognizes it as a kind of currency, and produces features such
as RECREATION/COLLECTING/PAPER MONEY and RECREATION/COLLECTING/COINS/WORLD COINS.
While analyzing document contexts it also uses other words such as “Central Bank of Kenya” and
“devaluation” to correctly map the document to ODP concepts SOCIETY/GOVERNMENT/FINANCE,
SCIENCE/SOCIAL SCIENCES/ECONOMICS and BUSINESS/FINANCIAL SERVICES/BANKING SERVICES.
Even though the behavior of the Kenyan shilling was never mentioned in the training set, these high-
level features were also constructed for many training examples, and consequently the document is
now classiﬁed correctly.
Similarly, document #18748 discusses Italy’s balance of payments and belongs to the cate-
gory “trade” (interpreted as an economic indicator), while the word “trade” itself does not occur
in this short document. However, when the feature generator considers document contexts dis-
cussing Italian deﬁcit as reported by the Bank of Italy, it correctly maps them to concepts such as
SOCIETY/GOVERNMENT/FINANCE, SOCIETY/ISSUES/ECONOMIC/INTERNATIONAL/TRADE,
BUSINESS/INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND TRADE. These features, which were also generated for
training documents in this category (notably, document #271 on Japanese trade surplus, docu-
ment #312 on South Korea’s account surplus, document #354 on tariff cuts in Taiwan and docu-
ment #718 on U.S.-Canada trade pact), allow the document to be categorized correctly.
Let us also consider a few documents from the Movie Reviews data set that confuse the BOW
classiﬁer (here we consider a training/testing split induced by one particular cross-validation fold).
Recall that this data set represents a sentiment classiﬁcation task, where documents are classiﬁed ac-
cording to the sentiment of the review (positive or negative) rather than its topic. Document #19488
contains a negative review of Star Wars Episode 1, but at the word level it is difﬁcult to judge its true
sentiment since positive and negative words are interspersed. For instance, the sentence “Anakin is
annoying and unlikeable, instead of cute and huggable as Lucas no doubt intended” contains two
words with positive connotation (“cute and huggable”) that counterbalance the two words with neg-
ative ones (“annoying and unlikeable”). However, given contexts like “The two leads are hideously
boring, static characters given little to do and too much time to do it,” the feature generator produces
features such as ARTS/MOVIES/REVIEWS/TOP LISTS/BAD FILMS. This ODP node catalogs Web sites
devoted to reviews of bad movies, and the wording of this sample context looks similar to that used
in known negative reviews (as cataloged in the ODP). In fact, this particular feature is one of the
most informative ones generated for this data set, and it is also produced for contexts like “Next up
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# ODP concept
1 BUSINESS/MINING AND DRILLING/MINERAL EXPLORATION AND EXTRACTION
2 BUSINESS/MINING AND DRILLING
3 BUSINESS/MINING AND DRILLING/MINERAL EXPLORATION AND EXTRACTION/
BASE METALS
4 SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY/MINING
5 BUSINESS/MINING AND DRILLING/CONSULTING
6 BUSINESS/INVESTING/COMMODITIES, FUTURES/PRECIOUS METALS
7 SHOPPING
8 BUSINESS/MINING AND DRILLING/MINING EQUIPMENT
9 BUSINESS/INVESTING/COMMODITIES, FUTURES/PRECIOUS METALS/GOLD
10 SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY/MINING/INVESTMENTS
Table 2: The top ten ODP concepts generated for the sentence “Cominco’s share of production was
43,000 short tons of copper, 340,000 ounces of silver and 800 ounces of gold.”
we have the dialogue, which is amusingly bad at its best, painful at its worst” and “What ensues is
a badly scripted and horribly directed 114 minutes of cinema hell,” both found in negative reviews.
As another example, consider document #15111, which contains a positive review of the movie
“Soldier.” This review, which constantly switches between criticizing and praising the ﬁlm, easily
perplexestheBOWclassiﬁer. Interestingly, giventhesentence“ItiswrittenbyDavidWebbPeoples,
who penned the screenplay to the classic Blade Runner and the critically-acclaimed 12 Monkeys,”
the feature generator constructs the highly informative feature ARTS/MOVIES/REVIEWS/TOP LISTS/
GOOD FILMS. This is made possible by the references to known good ﬁlms (“Blade Runner” and
“12 Monkeys”) that are listed in Web sites devoted to good ﬁlms (http://www.filmsite.org and
http://us.imdb.com/top 250 films, for example). The same feature was also generated for a
number of training documents, and thus helps the classiﬁer to categorize the document correctly.
5.3.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF FEATURE SELECTION
To understand the utility of feature selection, consider a sample sentence from our running exam-
ple, Reuters document #15264: “Cominco’s share of production was 43,000 short tons of cop-
per, 340,000 ounces of silver and 800 ounces of gold.” Table 2 gives the top ten ODP con-
cepts generated as features for this context. Most of the assigned concepts deal with mining
and drilling, and will eventually be useful features for document classiﬁcation. However, the
concepts BUSINESS/INVESTING/ COMMODITIES, FUTURES/PRECIOUS METALS, SHOPPING and BUSI-
NESS/INVESTING/COMMODITIES, FUTURES/ PRECIOUS METALS/GOLD have been triggered by the
words “gold” and ”silver,” which are mentioned incidentally and do not describe the gist of the
document. Feature selection is therefore needed to eliminate features based on these extraneous
concepts.
As another example, consider the following sentence taken from the same document: “‘Com-
inco, 29.5 percent owned by a consortium led by Teck, is optimistic that the talks will soon be
concluded,’ spokesman Don Townson told Reuters,” along with its top ten classiﬁcations given in
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# ODP concept
1 BUSINESS/MINING AND DRILLING/MINERAL EXPLORATION AND EXTRACTION/
BASE METALS
2 BUSINESS/MINING AND DRILLING/MINERAL EXPLORATION AND EXTRACTION
3 BUSINESS/MINING AND DRILLING
4 BUSINESS/MINING AND DRILLING/CONSULTING
5 SOCIETY/ISSUES
6 REGIONAL/NORTH AMERICA/CANADA/BRITISH COLUMBIA/LOCALITIES/KIMBERLEY
7 SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY/MINING
8 BUSINESS/MARKETING AND ADVERTISING/CONSULTING/SALES
9 REGIONAL/NORTH AMERICA/CANADA/QUEBEC/REGIONS/NORTHERN QUEBEC
10 SCIENCE/ENVIRONMENT/MINING
Table 3: The top ten ODP concepts generated for the sentence “‘Cominco, 29.5 percent owned by
a consortium led by Teck, is optimistic that the talks will soon be concluded,’ spokesman
Don Townson told Reuters.”
Table 3. Here, the concept SOCIETY/ISSUES is generated by the word “Reuters.” In turn, the con-
cept BUSINESS/MARKETING AND ADVERTISING/CONSULTING/SALES is triggered by the name of the
company spokesman, Don Townson. As it happens, a sales consulting company named “Townson &
Alexander Consulting Services” is catalogued under this concept. Based on the crawled content of
this site, the word “Townson” and other sales-related words in the context (e.g., “percent,” “owned,”
“optimistic,” and “consortium”) taken together yield this concept in the results. Again, this sales-
related concept is hardly useful for categorizing copper-related documents, and features based on it
would therefore not be selected.
5.4 The Effect of Feature Generation
We ﬁrst demonstrate that the performance of basic text categorization in our implementation (col-
umn “Baseline” in Table 4) is consistent with the state of the art as reﬂected in other published
studies (all using SVM). On Reuters-21578, Dumais et al. (1998) achieved micro-BEP of 0.920 for
10 categories and 0.870 for all categories. On 20NG, Bekkerman (2003) obtained BEP of 0.856.
Pang et al. (2002) obtained accuracy of 0.829 on Movies. The minor variations in performance
are due to differences in data preprocessing in the different systems; for example, for the Movies
data set we worked with raw HTML ﬁles rather than with the ofﬁcial tokenized version, in order
to recover sentence and paragraph structure for contextual analysis. For RCV1 and OHSUMED,
direct comparison with published results is more difﬁcult because we limited the category sets and
the date span of documents to speed up experimentation.
Table 4 shows the results of using feature generation for text categorization, with signiﬁcant
improvements (p<0:05) shown in bold. For both Reuters data sets, we consistently observed larger
improvements in macro-averaged BEP, which is dominated by categorization effectiveness on small
categories. This goes in line with our expectations that the contribution of external knowledge
should be especially prominent for categories with few training examples. As can be readily seen,
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Data set Baseline Feature Improvement
generation vs. baseline
micro macro micro macro micro macro
BEP BEP BEP BEP BEP BEP
Reuters-21578
10 categories 0.925 0.874 0.930 0.884 +0.5% +1.1%
90 categories 0.877 0.602 0.880 0.614 +0.3% +2.0%
RCV1
Industry-16 0.642 0.595 0.648 0.613 +0.9% +3.0%
Industry-10A 0.421 0.335 0.457 0.420 +8.6% +25.4%
Industry-10B 0.489 0.528 0.530 0.560 +8.4% +6.1%
Industry-10C 0.443 0.414 0.468 0.463 +5.6% +11.8%
Industry-10D 0.587 0.466 0.588 0.496 +0.2% +6.4%
Industry-10E 0.648 0.605 0.657 0.639 +1.4% +5.6%
Topic-16 0.836 0.591 0.840 0.660 +0.5% +11.7%
Topic-10A 0.796 0.587 0.803 0.692 +0.9% +17.9%
Topic-10B 0.716 0.618 0.727 0.655 +1.5% +6.0%
Topic-10C 0.687 0.604 0.694 0.618 +1.0% +2.3%
Topic-10D 0.829 0.673 0.836 0.687 +0.8% +2.1%
Topic-10E 0.758 0.742 0.762 0.756 +0.5% +1.9%
OHSUMED
OHSUMED-10A 0.518 0.417 0.537 0.479 +3.7% +14.9%
OHSUMED-10B 0.656 0.500 0.659 0.548 +0.5% +9.6%
OHSUMED-10C 0.539 0.505 0.547 0.540 +1.5% +6.9%
OHSUMED-10D 0.683 0.515 0.688 0.549 +0.7% +6.6%
OHSUMED-10E 0.442 0.542 0.452 0.573 +2.3% +5.7%
20NG 0.854 0.858 +0.5%
Movies 0.813 0.842 +3.6%
Table 4: Text categorization with and without feature generation
categorization performance was improved for all data sets, with notably high improvements for
ReutersRCV1, OHSUMEDandMovies. Webelievetheseresultsclearlydemonstratetheadvantage
of knowledge-based feature generation.
5.5 The Effect of Contextual Analysis
We now explore the various possibilities for deﬁning document contexts for feature generation, that
is, chunks of document text that are classiﬁed onto the ODP to construct features. Figure 4 shows
how text categorization performance on the Movies data set changes for various contexts. The x-
axis measures context length in words, and the FG/words curve corresponds to applying the feature
generator to the context of that size. With these word-level contexts, maximum performance is
achieved when using pairs of words (x=2). The Baseline line represents text categorization without
feature generation. The FG/doc line shows what happens when the entire document is used as a sin-
gle context. In this case, the results are somewhat better than without feature generation (Baseline),
but are still inferior to the more ﬁne-grained word-level contexts (FG/words). However, the best
performance by far is achieved with the multi-resolution approach (FG/multi), in which we use a
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Figure 4: Varying context length (Movies)
series of linguistically motivated chunks of text, starting with individual words, and then generating
features from sentences, paragraphs, and ﬁnally the entire document.
5.6 The Effect of Knowledge Breadth
In the experiments reported in Section 5.4 we performed feature generation using the entire ODP.
It is interesting to observe, however, that four out of the ﬁve data sets we used have a fairly narrow
scope.10 Speciﬁcally, both Reuters data sets (Reuters-21578 and RCV1) contain predominantly
economic news and therefore match the scope of the TOP/BUSINESS branch of the ODP. Simi-
larly, Movie Reviews contains opinions about movies, and therefore ﬁts the scope of TOP/ARTS.
OHSUMED contains medical documents, which can be modelled within the scope of TOP/HEALTH
and TOP/SCIENCE. In light of this, it could be expected that restricting the feature generator to a
particular ODP branch that corresponds to the scope of the test collection would result in much
better categorization accuracy due to the elimination of noise in “unused” ODP branches.
Experimental results (Table 5) disprove this hypothesis. As can be seen, in the absolute majority
of cases the improvement over the baseline is much smaller than when the entire ODP is used (cf.
Table 4). These ﬁndings show the superiority of wide general-purpose knowledge over its domain-
speciﬁc subsets.
5.7 The Utility of Feature Selection
Under the experimental settings deﬁned in Section 5.2, feature generation constructed approxi-
mately 4–5 times as many features as are in the bag of words (after rare features that occurred in
less than 3 documents were removed). We conducted two experiments to understand the effect of
feature selection in conjunction with feature generation.
Since earlier studies found that feature selection from the bag of words impairs SVM perfor-
mance (Section 3.4.2), we ﬁrst apply it only to the generated features and use the selected ones to
augment the (entire) bag of words. In Figures 5 and 6, the BOW line depicts the baseline perfor-
10. The 20 Newsgroups data set consists of 20 diverse categories, each of which corresponds to one or more ODP
branches.
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Data set Domain-speciﬁc ODP subset Full ODP
Subset micro macro micro macro
description BEP BEP BEP BEP
Reuters-21578 TOP/BUSINESS
10 categories +0.4% +0.6% +0.5% +1.1%
90 categories +0.1% +1.2% +0.3% +2.0%
RCV1 TOP/BUSINESS
Industry-16 +1.9% +2.2% +0.9% +3.0%
Topic-16 +0.5% +1.4% +0.5% +11.7%
OHSUMED TOP/HEALTH
OHSUMED-10A +2.1% +1.7% +3.7% +14.9%
OHSUMED-10B +0.2% +1.2% +0.5% +9.6%
OHSUMED-10C +1.7% +2.8% +1.5% +6.9%
OHSUMED-10D +0.3% +1.9% +0.7% +6.6%
OHSUMED-10E +2.7% +1.8% +2.3% +5.7%
OHSUMED TOP/HEALTH +
TOP/SCIENCE
OHSUMED-10A +5.4% +3.6% +3.7% +14.9%
OHSUMED-10B +0.3% +3.4% +0.5% +9.6%
OHSUMED-10C +0.6% +3.8% +1.5% +6.9%
OHSUMED-10D +0.9% +5.8% +0.7% +6.6%
OHSUMED-10E +1.6% +1.8% +2.3% +5.7%
Movies TOP/ARTS +2.6% +3.6%
Table 5: Text categorization with and without feature generation, when only a subset of ODP is
used
mance without generated features, while the BOW+GEN curve shows the performance of the bag
of words augmented with progressively larger fractions of generated features (sorted by information
gain). For both data sets, the performance peaks when only a small fraction of the generated features
are used, while retaining more generated features has a noticeable detrimental effect.
Our second experiment examined the performance of the generated features alone, without the
bag of words (GEN curve in Figures 5 and 6). For Movies, discarding the BOW features leads to
somewhat worse performance, but the decrease is far less signiﬁcant than what could be expected—
using only the generated features we lose less than 3% in BEP compared with the BOW baseline.
For 20NG, a similar experiment sacriﬁces about 10% of the BOW performance, as this data set is
known to have a very diversiﬁed vocabulary, for which many studies found feature selection to be
particularly harmful. Similarly, for OHSUMED, using only the generated features sacriﬁces up to
15% in performance, reinforcing the value of precise medical terminology that is discarded in this
experiment. However, the situation is reversed for both Reuters data sets. For Reuters-21578, the
generated features alone yield a 0.3% improvement in micro- and macro-BEP for 10 categories,
while for 90 categories they only lose 0.3% in micro-BEP and 3.5% in macro-BEP compared with
the bag of words. For RCV1/Industry-16, disposing of the bag of words reduces BEP performance
by 1–3%. Surprisingly, for RCV1/Topic-16 (Figure 6) the generated features per se command a
10.8% improvement in macro-BEP, rivaling the performance of BOW+GEN, which gains only an-
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other 1% (Table 4). We interpret these ﬁndings as further reinforcement that the generated features
improve the quality of the representation.
5.8 The Effect of Category Size
We saw in Section 5.4 that feature generation greatly improves text categorization for smaller cate-
gories, as can be evidenced in the greater improvements in macro-BEP. To explore this phenomenon
further, we depict in Figures 7 and 8 the relation between the category size and the improvement
due to feature generation for RCV1 (the number of categories in each bin appears in parentheses
above the bars). To this end, we pooled together the categories that comprised the individual sets
(10A–10E) in the Industry and Topic groups, respectively.
As we can readily see, smaller categories tend to beneﬁt more from knowledge-based feature
generation. These graphs also explain the more substantial improvements observed for Industry
categories compared to Topic categories—as can be seen from the graphs, Topic categories are
larger than Industry categories, and the average size of Topic categories (among those we used in
this study) is almost 6 times larger than that of Industry categories.
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5.9 The Effect of Feature Generation for Classifying Short Documents
We conjectured that knowledge-based feature generation might be particularly useful for classifying
short documents. To evaluate this hypothesis, we derived several data sets of short documents
based on the test collections listed in Section 5.1. Recall that about one-third of the references in
OHSUMED have titles but no abstract and can therefore be considered short documents “as-is.” We
used the same range of documents as in Section 5.1, but considered only those without abstracts.
This yielded 4,714 training and 5,404 testing documents. For all other data sets, we created a short
document from each original document by taking only the title of the latter (with the exception of
Movie Reviews, where documents do not have titles). It should be noted, however, that substituting
a title for the full document is a poor man’s way to obtain a collection of classiﬁed short documents.
When documents were ﬁrst labeled with categories, the human labeller saw the document in its
entirety. In particular, a category might have been assigned to a document on the basis of some
facts mentioned in its body, even though the relevant facts may well be missing from the (short)
title. Thus, taking all the categories of the original documents to be “genuine” categories of the
title is often misleading. However, because we know of no publicly available test collections of
short documents, we decided to use the data sets constructed as explained above. Interestingly,
OHSUMED documents without abstracts have been classiﬁed as such by humans; working with the
OHSUMED-derived data set can thus be considered a “pure” experiment.
Table 6 presents the results of this experiment. As we can see, in the majority of cases (except
for RCV1 Topic category sets), feature generation leads to greater improvement on short documents
than on regular documents. Notably, the improvements are particularly high for OHSUMED, where
“pure” experimentation on short documents is possible (see above).
5.10 Processing Time
Using the ODP as a source of background knowledge requires additional computation. This extra
computation includes the (one-time) preprocessing step where the feature generator is built, as well
as the actual feature generation performed on documents prior to text categorization. The processing
times reported below were measured on a workstation with dual Xeon 2.2 GHz CPU and 2 Gb RAM
running the Microsoft Windows XP Professional operating system (Service Pack 1).
Parsing the ODP structure (ﬁle structure.rdf.u8) took 3 minutes. Parsing the list of ODP
URLs (ﬁle content.rdf.u8) required 3 hours, and parsing the crawled ODP data (meta-documents
collected from all cataloged URLs) required 2.6 days. Attribute selection for ODP concepts took
1.5 hours. The cumulative one-time expenditure for building the feature generator was therefore
just under 3 days (not counting the actual Web crawling that was performed beforehand).
We benchmarked feature generation in two scenarios—individual words and 10-word windows.
In the former case, the feature generator classiﬁed approximately 310 words per second, while
in the latter case it classiﬁed approximately 45 10-word windows per second (i.e., 450 words per
second).11 These times constitute the additional overhead required by feature generation compared
with regular text categorization. Table 7 lists the sizes of the test collections we experimented
with (see Section 5.1). To speed up experimentation, we used subsets of the entire RCV1 and
OHSUMED collections; these subsets comparable in size with 20 Newsgroups and Reuters-21578.
11. Classifying word windows is more efﬁcient due to the sharing of data structures when processing the words in a
single context.
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DATA SET SHORT DOCUMENTS FULL DOCUMENTS
Baseline Feature Improvement Improvement
generation vs. baseline vs. baseline
micro macro micro macro micro macro micro macro
BEP BEP BEP BEP BEP BEP BEP BEP
Reuters-21578
10 categories 0.868 0.774 0.868 0.777 +0.0% +0.4% +0.5% +1.1%
90 categories 0.793 0.479 0.794 0.498 +0.1% +4.0% +0.3% +2.0%
RCV1
Industry-16 0.454 0.400 0.466 0.415 +2.6% +3.7% +0.9% +3.0%
Industry-10A 0.249 0.199 0.278 0.256 +11.6% +28.6% +8.6% +25.4%
Industry-10B 0.273 0.292 0.348 0.331 +27.5% +13.4% +8.4% +6.1%
Industry-10C 0.209 0.199 0.295 0.308 +41.1% +54.8% +5.6% +11.8%
Industry-10D 0.408 0.361 0.430 0.431 +5.4% +19.4% +0.2% +6.4%
Industry-10E 0.450 0.410 0.490 0.459 +8.9% +12.2% +1.4% +5.6%
Topic-16 0.763 0.529 0.763 0.534 +0.0% +0.9% +0.5% +11.7%
Topic-10A 0.718 0.507 0.720 0.510 +0.3% +0.6% +0.9% +17.9%
Topic-10B 0.647 0.560 0.644 0.560 -0.5% +0.0% +1.5% +6.0%
Topic-10C 0.551 0.471 0.561 0.475 +1.8% +0.8% +1.0% +2.3%
Topic-10D 0.729 0.535 0.730 0.553 +0.1% +3.4% +0.8% +2.1%
Topic-10E 0.643 0.636 0.656 0.646 +2.0% +1.6% +0.5% +1.9%
OHSUMED
OHSUMED-10A 0.302 0.221 0.357 0.253 +18.2% +14.5% +3.7% +14.9%
OHSUMED-10B 0.306 0.187 0.348 0.243 +13.7% +29.9% +0.5% +9.6%
OHSUMED-10C 0.441 0.296 0.494 0.362 +12.0% +22.3% +1.5% +6.9%
OHSUMED-10D 0.441 0.356 0.448 0.419 +1.6% +17.7% +0.7% +6.6%
OHSUMED-10E 0.164 0.206 0.211 0.269 +28.7% +30.6% +2.3% +5.7%
20NG 0.699 0.740 +5.9% +0.5%
Table 6: Text categorization of short documents with and without feature generation. (The im-
provement percentage in the two rightmost columns is computed relative to the baseline
shown in Table 4.)
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Data set Number of documents Number of words12
20NG 19,997 5.5 million
Movies 1,400 0.95 million
Reuters-21578 21,902 2.8 milion
RCV1
- full 804,414 196 million
- used in this study 23,149 5.5 million
OHSUMED
- full 348,566 57 million
- used in this study 20,000 3.7 million
Table 7: Test collections sizes
In the light of the improvements in categorization accuracy that we report in Section 5.4, we
believe that the extra processing time is well compensated for. In operational text categorization
systems, documents rarely arrive in huge batches of hundreds of thousands at a time. For example,
the RCV1 data set contains all English-language news items published by Reuters over the period
of one year. Therefore, in practical settings, once the classiﬁcation model has been trained, the
number of documents it needs to classify per time unit is much more reasonable, and can be easily
facilitated by our system.
6. Related Work
To date, quite a few attempts have been made to deviate from the orthodox bag of words paradigm,
usually with limited success. In particular, representations based on phrases (Lewis, 1992; Dumais
etal.,1998;Fuernkranzetal.,1998), namedentities(KumaranandAllan,2004), andtermclustering
(Lewis and Croft, 1990; Bekkerman, 2003) have been explored. However, none of these techniques
could possibly overcome the problem underlying the various examples we reviewed in this paper—
lack of world knowledge.
In mainstream information retrieval, query expansion techniques are used to augment queries
withadditionalterms. However, thisapproachdoesnotenhancequerieswithhigh-levelconceptsbe-
yond words or phrases (as this would require indexing the entire document collection accordingly).
It occasionally uses WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) as a source of external knowledge, but queries are
more often enriched with individual words, which are chosen either through relevance feedback
(Mitra et al., 1998; Xu and Croft, 2000), or by consulting dictionaries and thesauri (Voorhees, 1994,
1998). Ballesteros and Croft (1997) studied query expansion with phrases in the context of cross-
lingual information retrieval.
Feature generation techniques were found useful in a variety of machine learning tasks
(Markovitch and Rosenstein, 2002; Fawcett, 1993; Matheus, 1991). These techniques search for
new features that describe the target concept better than the ones supplied with the training in-
stances. A number of proposed feature generation algorithms (Pagallo and Haussler, 1990; Matheus
and Rendell, 1989; Hu and Kibler, 1996; Murphy and Pazzani, 1991) led to signiﬁcant improve-
ments in performance over a range of classiﬁcation tasks. However, even though feature generation
is an established research area in machine learning, only a few works have applied it to text pro-
12. Measured using the ‘wc’ utility available on UNIX systems.
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cessing (Kudenko and Hirsh, 1998; Mikheev, 1999; Cohen, 2000). It is interesting to observe that
traditional machine learning data sets, such as those available from the UCI data repository (Blake
and Merz, 1998), are only available as feature vectors, while their feature set is essentially ﬁxed.
Textual data, however, is almost always available in raw text format. Thus, in principle, possibilities
for feature generation are more plentiful and ﬂexible.
Kudenko and Hirsh (1998) proposed a domain-independent feature generation algorithm that
uses Boolean features to test whether certain sub-sequences appear a minimum number of times.
They applied the algorithm to three toy problems in topic spotting and book passage categorization.
Mikheev (1999) used a feature collocation lattice as a feature generation engine within a maximum
entropy framework and applied it to document categorization, sentence boundary detection, and
part-of-speech tagging. This work used information about individual words, bigrams and trigrams
to prebuild the feature space. A set of feature cliques with the highest log-likelihood estimate was
then selected. Cohen (2000) researched the problem of automatically discovering features useful
for classiﬁcation according to the given labels, given a set of labeled instances not accompanied
by a feature set. Problems of this kind occur, for example, when classifying names of musical
artists by music genres, or names of computer games by categories such as quest or action. The
paper proposed to collect relevant Web pages, and then deﬁne features based on words from HTML
headers that co-occur with the names to be classiﬁed. The fact that a word appears in an HTML
header usually signiﬁes its importance, and hence potential usefulness, for classiﬁcation. The author
also identiﬁed another source of features on the basis of their positions inside HTML documents,
where position is deﬁned as a sequence of tags in the HTML parsing tree, between the root of the
tree and the name of interest. For example, if a name appears frequently in tables, this characteristic
may be deﬁned as a feature.
Several studies performed feature construction using WordNet and other domain-speciﬁc dic-
tionaries (Scott, 1998; Urena-Lopez et al., 2001; Bloehdorn and Hotho, 2004; Wang et al., 2003).
Scott (1998) completely replaced a bag of words with a bag of synsets13. Urena-Lopez et al. (2001)
used WordNet in conjunction with Rocchio (Rocchio, 1971) and Widrow-Hoff (Lewis et al., 1996;
Widrow and Stearns, 1985, Ch. 6) linear classiﬁers to ﬁne-tune the category vectors. Wang et al.
(2003) used Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) (MeSH, 2003) to replace the bag of words with
canonical medical terms; Bloehdorn and Hotho (2004) used a similar approach to augment Reuters-
21578 documents with WordNet synsets and OHSUMED medical documents with MeSH terms.
It should be noted, however, that WordNet was not originally designed to be a powerful knowl-
edge base, but rather a lexical database more suitable for peculiar lexicographers’ needs. Speciﬁ-
cally, WordNet has the following drawbacks when used as a knowledge base for text categorization:
 WordNet has a fairly small coverage—for the test collections we used in this paper, up to
50% of their unique words are missing from WordNet. In particular, many proper names,
slang and domain-speciﬁc technical terms are not included in WordNet, which was designed
as a general-purpose dictionary.
 Additional information about synsets (beyond their identity) is very limited. This is because
WordNet implements a differential rather than constructive lexical semantics theory, so that
glosses that accompany the synsets are mainly designed to distinguish the synsets rather than
provide a deﬁnition of the sense or concept. Usage examples that occasionally constitute part
13. A synset is WordNet notion for a sense shared by a group of synonymous words.
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of the gloss serve the same purpose. Without such auxiliary information, reliable word sense
disambiguation is almost impossible.
 WordNet was designed by professional linguists who are trained to recognize minute dif-
ferences in word senses. As a result, common words have far too many distinct senses to
be useful in information retrieval (Mihalcea, 2003); for example, the word “make” has as
many as 48 senses as a verb alone. Such ﬁne-grained distinctions between synsets present an
additional difﬁculty for word sense disambiguation.
We illustrate these drawbacks on two speciﬁc examples in Appendix B, where we juxtapose
WordNet-based and ODP-based feature generation.
The methodology we propose in this paper does not suffer from the above shortcomings. Crawl-
ing all the Web sites cataloged in the Open Directory results in exceptionally wide word coverage.
Furthermore, the crawled texts provide a plethora of information about each ODP concept.
To the best of our knowledge, with the exception of the above WordNet studies, there have been
noattemptstodatetoautomaticallyuselarge-scalerepositoriesofstructuredbackgroundknowledge
for text categorization. An interesting approach to using non-structured background knowledge was
proposed by Zelikovitz and Hirsh (2000). This work uses a collection of unlabeled examples as
intermediariesincomparingtestingexampleswiththetrainingones. Speciﬁcally, whenanunknown
test instance does not appear to resemble any labeled training instances, unlabeled examples that
are similar to both may be used as “bridges.” Using this approach, it is possible to handle the
situation where the training and the test document have few or no words in common. The unlabeled
documents are used to deﬁne a cosine similarity metric, which is then used by the KNN algorithm
for actual text categorization. This approach, however, suffers from efﬁciency problems, as looking
for intermediaries to compare every two documents makes it necessary to explore a combinatorial
search space. In a subsequent paper, Zelikovitz and Hirsh (2001) proposed an alternative way
to use unlabeled documents as background knowledge. In this work, unlabeled texts are pooled
together with the training documents to compute a Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Deerwester
et al., 1990) model. The resulting LSA metric then facilitates comparison of test documents to
training documents. The addition of unlabeled documents signiﬁcantly increases the amount of data
on which word cooccurrence statistics is estimated, thus providing a solution to text categorization
problems where training data is particularly scarce.
The methodology described in this paper uses external knowledge explicitly cataloged by hu-
mans to enhance machine learning algorithms. There have also been other studies (notably, using
semi-supervised learning methodology) that augmented the bag of words approach to text catego-
rization with external knowledge distilled from unlabelled data (Goldberg and Zhu, 2006; Ando and
Zhang, 2005a,b; Blei et al., 2003; Nigam et al., 2000; Joachims, 1999b). Consequently, it would
be very interesting to compare the performance of these two approaches empirically. Intuitively,
some inferences, such as those described in Section 4, would be hard to make by using solely un-
structured data. On the other hand, unstructured data is more readily available, so it is possible that
semi-supervised methods can compensate for the lack of structure by increasing the volume of the
data. There are, however, non-trivial research questions regarding an appropriate setup for such a
comparison. For example, assuming our methodology is based on the ODP as described in this pa-
per, what corpus should be used by the semi-supervised learner? And if one of the methods shows
better performance, should it be attributed to the method or to the particular knowledge source being
used? We plan to investigate these and other related questions in our future work. In any case, it is
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most likely that each of the methods has its own strengths, and ﬁnding a way to combine them can
be a very interesting research direction.
While our approach relies on existing repositories of classiﬁed knowledge, there is a large body
of research on extracting facts through Web mining (Cafarella et al., 2005; Etzioni et al., 2004), so
it would be interesting to consider using such extracted facts to drastically increase the amount of
available knowledge, especially when measures are taken to ascertain correctness of the extracted
information (Downey et al., 2005).
In a recent study (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007), we applied our methodology to the prob-
lem of computing semantic relatedness of words and texts, for which previous state of the art results
have been based on LSA. In that work we proposed Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA), which rep-
resents fragments of text in the space of knowledge concepts deﬁned in the Open Directory or in
Wikipedia. ESA uses the same basic feature generation methodology that we presented herein,
but represents texts in the space of all available concepts (discarding the bag of words altogether),
rather then augmenting the bag of words with a few top scoring concepts. Compared with the ex-
isting state of the art, using ESA results in substantial improvements in correlation of computed
relatedness scores with human judgments: from r = 0:56 to 0:75 for individual words and from
r = 0:60 to 0:72 for longer texts. These ﬁndings prove that the beneﬁts of using distilled human
knowledge are much greater than merely using cooccurrence statistics gathered from a collection of
auxiliary unlabeled texts.
Our use of local contexts to facilitate ﬁne-grained feature generation is reminiscent of the intra-
document dynamics analysis proposed by Gabrilovich et al. (2004) for characterization of news
article types. The latter work manipulated sliding contextual windows of the same size to make
their scores directly comparable. As we showed in Section 5.5, the multi-resolution approach,
which operates at several levels of linguistic abstraction, is superior to ﬁxed-size windows for the
case of text categorization. Incidentally, the term “Local Context Analysis” is also used in an
entirely different branch of information retrieval. Xu and Croft (2000) used this term to refer to a
particular kind of query expansion, where a query is expanded in the context of top-ranked retrieved
documents.
In our methodology, we ﬁrst learn a text classiﬁer that maps local document contexts onto ODP
concepts, and then use this classiﬁer for feature generation in other learning tasks. This frame-
work is clearly related to the area of transfer learning, where knowledge learned in one domain
is transferred to another domain. Some works in this area assume a set of related classiﬁcation
tasks, and learn shared parameters. For example, Caruana (1997) trained one neural network for
several related classiﬁcation tasks, such that nodes in the hidden level were useful across the tasks.
Jebara (2004) presented a method for feature and kernel selection across related tasks. Do and Ng
(2005) described a general way of using softmax regression for learning a parameter function from
a set of classiﬁcation problems, so that the learned parameter function can then be used for future
learning tasks. Bennett et al. (2005) introduced a method for learning a meta-classiﬁer over several
domains. The meta-classiﬁer combines reliability indicators (Toyama and Horvitz, 2000) with the
base classiﬁers to improve their performance. Several studies in NLP (Sutton and McCallum, 1998;
Chang et al., 2006; Raina et al., 2007; Ando and Zhang, 2005a) and image classiﬁcation (Wu and
Dietterich, 2004; Raina et al., 2007; Ando and Zhang, 2005a) used a cascade approach, where a
classiﬁer trained on one task is used as a feature for another task. This type of transfer is the most
similar to ours, as we also use a very large set of such classiﬁers trained on the ODP as features in
other learning tasks.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we proposed a feature generation methodology for text categorization. In order to
render machine learning algorithms with the common-sense and domain-speciﬁc knowledge of hu-
mans, we use large hierarchical knowledge repositories to build a feature generator. These knowl-
edge repositories, which have been manually crafted by human editors, provide a fully automatic
way to tap into the collective knowledge of tens of thousands of people. The feature generator ana-
lyzes documents prior to text categorization and augments the conventional bag of words represen-
tation with relevant concepts from the knowledge repository. The enriched representation contains
information that cannot be deduced from the document text alone.
In Section 2 we listed several limitations of the BOW approach, and in the subsequent sections
we showed how they are resolved by our methodology. In particular, external knowledge allows
us to reason about words that appear in the testing set but not in the training set. We can also
use hierarchically organized knowledge to make powerful generalizations, making it possible to
know that certain infrequent words belong to more general classes of words. Externally supplied
knowledge can also help in those cases when some information vital for classiﬁcation is omitted
from training texts because it is assumed to be shared by the target readership.
We also described multi-resolution analysis, which examines the document text at several levels
of linguistic abstraction and performs feature generation at each level. When polysemous words are
considered in their native context, word sense disambiguation is implicit. Implicit disambiguation
allows the feature generator to cope with word synonymy and polysemy. Furthermore, when the
document text is processed at several levels of granularity, even brieﬂy mentioned aspects can be
identiﬁed and used. These might easily have been overlooked if the document were processed as
one large chunk of text.
Empirical evaluation deﬁnitively conﬁrmed that knowledge-based feature generation brings text
categorization to a new level of performance. Interestingly, the sheer breadth and depth of the ODP,
further boosted by crawling the URLs cataloged in the directory, brought about improvements both
in regular text categorization as well as in the (non-topical) sentiment classiﬁcation task.
Given the domain-speciﬁc nature of some test collections, we also compared the utility of nar-
row domain-speciﬁc knowledge with that of larger amounts of information covering all branches of
knowledge. Perhaps surprisingly, we found that even for narrow-scope test collections, a wide cov-
erage knowledge base yielded substantially greater improvements than its domain-speciﬁc subsets.
This observation reinforces the breadth hypothesis, formulated by Lenat and Feigenbaum (1990),
that “to behave intelligently in unexpected situations, an agent must be capable of falling back on
increasingly general knowledge.”
Webelievethatthisresearchonlyscratchesthesurfaceofwhatcanbeachievedwithknowledge-
rich features. In our future work, we plan to investigate new algorithms for mapping document
contexts onto hierarchy concepts, as well as new techniques for selecting attributes that are most
characteristic of every concept. We intend to apply focused crawling to collect only relevant Web
pages when cataloged URLs are crawled; we also plan to apply page segmentation techniques to
eliminate noise from crawled pages (Yu et al., 2003). In addition to the ODP, we also plan to
make use of domain-speciﬁc hierarchical knowledge bases, such as the Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH).
In its present form, our method can inherently be applied only for improving representation of
textualdocuments. Indeed, todateweappliedourfeaturegenerationmethodologyforimprovingthe
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performance of text categorization. However, we believe our approach can also be applied beyond
mere text, as long as the objects to be manipulated are accompanied with some textual description.
As an example, consider a collection of medical records containing test results paired with narrative
reports. Performing feature generation from narrative reports is likely to produce pertinent concepts
that can be used for augmenting the original record. Indeed, prior studies (Hripcsak et al., 1995)
showed that natural language processing techniques can be used to extract vital information from
narrative reports in automated decision-support systems.
Finally, we conjecture that knowledge-based feature generation will also be useful for other in-
formation retrieval tasks beyond text categorization, and we intend to investigate this in our future
work. Speciﬁcally, we intend to apply feature generation to information search and word sense dis-
ambiguation. Inthesearchscenario, wearestudyingwaystoaugmentboththequeryanddocuments
in the collection with generated features. This way, documents will be indexed in the augmented
space of words plus concepts. In this respect, we are exploring possible use of relevance feedback
techniques (Ruthven and Lalmas, 2003) in order to augment the query with most useful generated
features. Current approaches to word sense disambiguation represent contexts that contain ambigu-
ous words using the bag of words augmented with part-of-speech information. To this end, we
believe representation of such contexts can be greatly improved if we use feature generation to map
such contexts into relevant knowledge concepts. Anecdotal evidence (such as the last example in
Section 5.3.1) implies our method has much promise for improving the state of the art in word sense
disambiguation.
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Appendix A. Deﬁnitions of Category Sets for RCV1 and OHSUMED
This Appendix gives the full deﬁnition of the category sets we used for RCV1 (Table 8) and
OHSUMED (Table 9).
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Set name Categories comprising the set
Topic-16 e142, gobit, e132, c313, e121, godd, ghea, e13, c183, m143, gspo, c13, e21, gpol,
m14, c15
Topic-10A e31, c41, c151, c313, c31, m13, ecat, c14, c331, c33
Topic-10B m132, c173, g157, gwea, grel, c152, e311, c21, e211, c16
Topic-10C c34, c13, gtour, c311, g155, gdef, e21, genv, e131, c17
Topic-10D c23, c411, e13, gdis, c12, c181, gpro, c15, g15, c22
Topic-10E c172, e513, e12, ghea, c183, gdip, m143, gcrim, e11, gvio
Industry-16 i81402, i79020, i75000, i25700, i83100, i16100, i1300003, i14000, i3302021,
i8150206, i0100132, i65600, i3302003, i8150103, i3640010, i9741102
Industry-10A i47500, i5010022, i3302021, i46000, i42400, i45100, i32000, i81401, i24200, i77002
Industry-10B i25670, i61000, i81403, i34350, i1610109, i65600, i3302020, i25700, i47510,
i9741110
Industry-10C i25800, i41100, i42800, i16000, i24800, i02000, i34430, i36101, i24300, i83100
Industry-10D i1610107, i97400, i64800, i0100223, i48300, i81502, i34400, i82000, i42700, i81402
Industry-10E i33020, i82003, i34100, i66500, i1300014, i34531, i16100, i22450, i22100, i42900
Table 8: Deﬁnition of RCV1 category sets used in the experiments
Set name Categories comprising the set
(parentheses contain MeSH identiﬁers)
OHSUMED-10A B-Lymphocytes (D001402); Metabolism, Inborn Errors (D008661);
Creatinine (D003404); Hypersensitivity (D006967);
Bone Diseases, Metabolic (D001851); Fungi (D005658); New England (D009511);
Biliary Tract (D001659); Forecasting (D005544); Radiation (D011827)
OHSUMED-10B Thymus Gland (D013950); Insurance (D007341);
Historical Geographic Locations (D017516); Leukocytes (D007962);
Hemodynamics (D006439); Depression (D003863);
Clinical Competence (D002983);
Anti-Inﬂammatory Agents, Non-Steroidal (D000894);
Cytophotometry (D003592); Hydroxy Acids (D006880)
OHSUMED-10C Endothelium, Vascular (D004730); Contraceptives, Oral, Hormonal (D003278);
Acquired Immunodeﬁciency Syndrome (D000163);
Gram-Positive Bacteria (D006094); Diarrhea (D003967);
Embolism and Thrombosis (D016769); Health Behavior (D015438);
Molecular Probes (D015335); Bone Diseases, Developmental (D001848);
Referral and Consultation (D012017)
OHSUMED-10D Antineoplastic and Immunosuppressive Agents (D000973);
Receptors, Antigen, T-Cell (D011948); Government (D006076);
Arthritis, Rheumatoid (D001172); Animal Structures (D000825);
Bandages (D001458); Italy (D007558); Investigative Techniques (D008919);
Physical Sciences (D010811); Anthropology (D000883)
OHSUMED-10E HTLV-BLV Infections (D006800); Hemoglobinopathies (D006453);
Vulvar Diseases (D014845); Polycyclic Hydrocarbons, Aromatic (D011084);
Age Factors (D000367); Philosophy, Medical (D010686);
Antigens, CD4 (D015704); Computing Methodologies (D003205);
Islets of Langerhans (D007515); Regeneration (D012038)
Table 9: Deﬁnition of OHSUMED category sets used in the experiments
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Appendix B. Comparing Knowledge Sources for Feature Generation: ODP versus
WordNet
In Section 6 we surveyed the shortcomings of WordNet as a possible source for knowledge-based
feature generation. To demonstrate these shortcomings, we juxtapose WordNet-based and ODP-
based feature generation for two of sample sentences we examined in Section 5.3.1 (we repeat the
ODP context classiﬁcations for readers’ convenience). We used WordNet version 1.6 to look up
the words. In what follows, synsets are denoted with curly braces, and noun and verb synsets are
followed by their immediate hypernym (more general synset), if applicable.
 Text: “Rumsfeld appeared with Gen. Richard Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.”
ODP classiﬁcations:
– SOCIETY/ISSUES/GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
– SOCIETY/POLITICS
– SOCIETY/ISSUES/WARFARE AND CONFLICT/SPECIFIC CONFLICTS/IRAQ
– SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY/ MILITARY SCIENCE
– SOCIETY/ISSUES/WARFARE AND CONFLICT/WEAPONS
– SOCIETY/HISTORY/BY REGION/NORTH AMERICA/UNITED STATES/PRESIDENTS/
BUSH, GEORGE WALKER
– SOCIETY/POLITICS/CONSERVATISM
WordNet :
fRumsfeldg ! f g; (word not present in WordNet)
flook, appear, seemg ! fbeg; fappearg; fappear, come outg ! fhappen, materializeg;
fappear, seemg ! fbeg; fappear, come alongg; fappearg ! fperform, execute, dog
fGeng ! finformation, infog
fRichardg ! f g; (word not present in WordNet)
fMyersg ! f g; (word not present in WordNet)
fpresident, chairman, chairwoman, chair, chairpersong ! fpresiding ofﬁcerg; fchair, chair-
mang ! fhead, leadg
fjoint, articulation, articulatiog ! fbody partg; fjointg ! fspotg; farticulation, join, joint,
juncture, junctiong ! fconnection, connexion, linkg; froast, jointg ! fcut, cut of meatg;
fjointg ! fjunction, conjunctiong; fjoint, marijuana cigarette, reefer, stickg ! fcigarette,
cigaret, cofﬁn nail, butt, fagg
fjointg ! fﬁt, gog; fjoint, articulateg ! fsupply, provide, render, furnishg; fjointg !
ffasten, ﬁx, secureg
fjoint (vs. separate)g; fjointg
fhead, chief, top dogg ! fleaderg; fforeman, chief, gaffer, honcho, bossg ! fsupervisorg
fstaffg ! fforce, personnelg; fstaffg ! fstickg; fstaff, facultyg ! fbodyg; fstaffg !
fsymbolg; fstaff, staveg ! fmusical notationg
fstaffg ! fprovide, supply, ply, caterg
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 Text: “Herceptin is a so-called targeted therapy because of its ability to attack diseased cells
and leave healthy ones alone.”
ODP classiﬁcations:
– HEALTH/CONDITIONS AND DISEASES/CANCER/BREAST
– SOCIETY/ISSUES/HEALTH/CONDITIONS AND DISEASES/CANCER/ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS
– HEALTH/SUPPORT GROUPS/CONDITIONS AND DISEASES/CANCER
WordNet:
fHercepting ! f g; (word not present in WordNet)
falleged (prenominal), so-called, supposedg ! fquestionable (vs. unquestionable)g
ftarget, aim, place, direct, pointg ! faim, take, train, take aim, directg
ftherapyg ! fmedical care, medical aidg
fabilityg ! fqualityg
fability, powerg ! fcognition, knowledgeg
fattack, onslaught, onset, onrushg ! foperationg; fattackg ! fturn, playg; fﬁre, attack,
ﬂak, blastg ! fcriticism, unfavorable judgmentg; fapproach, attack, plan of attackg ! f
conceptualization, conceptualisation, formulation, formularizing, formularisingg; fattack,
attemptg ! fbattery, assault, assault and batteryg; fattack, tone-beginningg ! fbeginning,
start, commencementg; fattackg ! fafﬂictiong; fattack, assaultg ! fattention, attendingg;
fattack, assailg ! fﬁght, struggleg; fattack, round, assail, lash out, snipe, assaultg !
fcriticize, criticise, pick apartg; fattack, aggressg ! fact, moveg; fassail, assault, set on,
attackg; fattackg ! fbegin, get, start out, start, set about, set out, commenceg; fattackg !
faffectg
fassault (prenominal), attack (prenominal)g ! foffensive (vs. defensive)g;
fdiseased, morbid, pathologic, pathologicalg ! funhealthy (vs. healthy)g;
fcellg ! fcompartmentg; fcellg ! fentity, somethingg; fcell, electric cellg ! felectrical
deviceg; fcell, cadreg ! fpolitical unitg; fcell, cubicleg ! froomg; fcell, jail cell, prison
cellg ! froomg
fleave, leave of absenceg ! ftime offg; fleaveg ! fpermissiong; ffarewell, leave, leave-
taking, partingg ! fdeparture, going, going away, leavingg;
fleave, go forth, go awayg; (16 more verb senses omitted for brevity)
fhealthy (vs. unhealthy)g; fhealthyg ! fsound (vs. unsound)g; fhealthy, salubrious, good
for you (predicate)g ! fwholesome (vs. unwholesome)g; fﬁt (vs. unﬁt), healthyg ! fable,
able-bodiedg; fhealthy, intelligent, levelheaded, soundg ! freasonable (vs. unreasonable),
sensibleg;
fone, 1, I, ace, single, unityg ! fdigitg; foneg ! funitg
falone (predicate)g ! funsocial (vs. social)g; falone (predicate), lone (prenominal), lonely
(prenominal), solitaryg ! funaccompanied (vs. accompanied)g; falone (predicate), onlyg !
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fexclusive (vs. inclusive)g; falone (predicate), unique, unequaled, unequalled, unparalleledg
! fincomparable (vs. comparable), uncomparableg
fentirely, exclusively, solely, alone, onlyg; falone, unaccompaniedg
Evidently, WordNet classiﬁcations are overly general and diverse because context words cannot
be properly disambiguated. Furthermore, owing to lack of proper names, WordNet cannot possi-
bly provide the wealth of information encoded in the Open Directory, which easily overcomes the
drawbacks of WordNet.
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